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vicTony
en I really am contented
That my wish be set aside,
When I cease from selfish longings,
When I triumph over pride;
When I'm willing to relinquish
"To be nothing"—as we sing,
But a "broken, empty vessel"
In the service of the King—
That is Victory!

When in patient, loving silence
I can hear my good made ill;
When I suffer any discord
Or annoyance, happy still.
And content with any climate,
Any raiment, any food,
Bear with any interruption,
Company or solitude—
That is Victory!

When I calmly take unkindness,
And as meekly bear a sneer;
When I'm willing to relinquish
All that earth is holding dear;
When the falseness of some dear one
Fails to wakefn in my heart
Any bitter, hard resentment,
Or to wing an angry dart—
That is Victory!

When I cease to long for earth's love,
And content to be unknown;
When I smile if friends neglect me,
Happy in His love alone;
When I lose myself in Jesus,
And surroundings cease to be,
With their little jars and discords,
Able to discourage me—
That is Victory!

Lord, I cannot hope to triumph
Over every form of sin,
And to live but for Thy glory
While my own will reigns within;
So I bring my will to Thee, Lord;
Rule Thou me in all my ways,
And the glory should be Thine, Lord,
And the honor and the praise—
That is Victory!
—

•—Selected.
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Relief and Service News
Sponsored

by Relief

RELIEF NOTES
Mennonite Relief Workers Arrive in China
After more than a year of waiting and
negotiating, S. F. Pannabecker and P. P.
Baltzer have finally reached China. They
arrived October 1 and established headquarters with the American Advisory Committee in Chungking, according to a cable received from Brother Baltzer. The same
cable states that Brother Pannabecker is
stricken with malaria and has been hospitalized. The prayers of the church are requested for his full recovery and also that
the Lord will further lead as the relief
program in China gets under way.
Shipment for Holland Leaves
Seventeen tons of clothing and two tons
of soap left M.C.C. Headquarters at Akron,
September 28, for shipment to Holland.
Mennonite relief workers in that country
will receive these materials and distribute
them to Dutch war victims. This is the
second shipment for Holland to leave Mennonite centers within the past two weeks. An
earlier shipment, consisting of five tons of
clothing, was sent from the Kitchener,
Ontario, center. Additional shipments are
in preparation and will leave as shipping
space is allotted. Food shipments will begin as soon as initial donations are collected
and crated.

and Sendee

Committee

would be the provision and distribution of
medicines. We are planning, therefore,
for Titus Lehman and P. P. Baltzer to go
up there as soon as possible and establish
centers for medical relief in the worst affected areas."
Four Workers Leave for Northwest Europe
Four Mennonite relief workers—Siegfried
Janzen, Winona, Ont; John Fretz, Kitchener, Ont.; Harry Willems, Waldheim, Sask.;
Cornelius Dyck, Laird, Sask.—sailed from
New York, October 8, for assignments in
Holland and England. They are expected
to disembark at Le Havre, France, from
which point Bros. Janzen and Fretz will
proceed to Amsterdam and Bros. Willems
and Dyck will travel to London.
Nurse Arrives in Ethiopia
Nancy Hernley arrived in Addis Ababa,
October 3, according to a cable received at
Akron. Sister Hernley is the third worker
to be shifted from relief service in the Middle East to relief service in Ethiopia, the
other two being Samuel Yoder and Ervin
Hooley.
The Relief Program in France

The present phase of the M.C.C. relief
program in France—"Secours Mennonite
Collection of Canned Goods
aux Enfants"—began in March of this
Tuesday morning, October 2, a trailer year when Samuel Goering and Henry Bultrucks bought for use in the "Food for Re- ler were able to enter that country. At the
liei ' Program, left Akron on its first trip time of their entry, three children's homes
to gather up food for relief and C.P.S. The were in operation. Since that time three adtruck is operated by two C.P.S. men Robert ditional homes have been set up and a
Benner and Wayne Liechty, who have been central office has been established. Eight
workers are serving in this part of the redetached from the camps for this work.
lief program and four more are under appointment.
War Prisoner Service in Belgium
The six children's homes in operation are:
John Thut, Mennonite relief worker who
served among war prisoners in England, (1) the former Canet-Plage convalescent
went to France on September 26 with a home now at Lavercantiere, in southcentral
truck loaded with relief supplies. The truck France about 60 miles north of Toulouse;
with it supplies was desperately needed in (2) the "Le Dolivet" nursery at Plottes,
the M.C.C. program in France and filled an about seventy miles north of Lyon; (3) the
urgent request: Brother Thut, however, has "Chateau Mont Simon" children's colony,
gone on to Belgium and is now serving in near Vescours, also north of Lyon; (4) the
"Chateau du Chevagny," a babies' home
Brussels in behalf of prisoners of war.
near Macon, also north of Lyon; (5) a children's home at Wissembourg in Alsace; and
Bring Relief to Flood Victims in India
According to an airgraph from J. Harold (6) a children's home at Anetz par AnSherk, director of the Mennonite relief cenis, a town near Nantes in western
program in the Far East, dated September France.
1, the services of the relief unit have been
The central office of Secours Mennonite
employed in behalf of flood victims in the was provisionally set up at Pont-de-Vaux,
North Bihar district in the area in which a town north of Lyon and the former home
the missionary work of the Brethren in of Roger Georges, the French Christian who
Christ denomination is located. Brother directed the MCC work during the German
Sherk writes:
occupation. More recently the central of". . , About 400 villages with a total pop- fice has been permanently established atulation of about 300,00 have been in- Chalon-sur-Saone, a city about ninety miles
undated. These floods are due to the an- north of Lyon. Besides providing a center
nual rise of the Kosi River and when peo- for the relief personnel in France this office
ple are prepared for them, they bring is also serving as a clothing depot and dismore benefit than harm because of the tribution center. A center has also been
deposit of silt upon the land, but the established in Paris in cooperation with the
course of the river changes more or less Brethren Service Committee. This office in
every year and when there is, in addition the capital city will serve incoming workers
to _ this, a higher flood, as has happened and also be the headquarters when official
this year, extensive damage is done. and business contacts have to be made in
Wherever we went, people were asking the city.
for kerosene, food, cloth, and medical
RELIEF BRIEFS
supplies.
"Following discussion with local governOrie Miller arrived in Akron on October
ment officials, we concluded that the best 5 after being abroad for almost four
service that we could give at this time months.

*
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Food for Relief Folders
If you have not received your recently released folder on the processing and placement of relief foods contributions, please
write to Jesse W. Hoover, Nappanee, Ind.
Richard Yoder is in London where he arrived from Egypt after two and one-half
years of medical relief service in the Middle East. He is on his way to the States.
Also waiting in London for passage home,
after more than three years of relief service, are John and Eileen Coffman and Edna
Hunsperger.
C. P. S.
C. P. S.

NOTES
Transfers

In C.P.S. fall is the time of the year for
transfers to special projects. This year,
with probable demobilization entering into
the picture, the whole matter of transfers
is quite indefinite. Selective Service has
indicated that they will approve transfers
from the western camps to special projects
when the fire season closes. However, the
opening of additional units seems quite unlikely. Selective Service has also announced
that they will no longer approve replacements for certain projects. In the M.C.C.
administration of C.P.S., this applies to
Colorado Psychopathic Hospital at Denver
and C.P.S. Unit No: 100—the dairy herd
testing units.
C. P. S.

Demobilization

While the way has been cleared, as far
as Congress is concerned, for Selective Service to proceed with the "systematic release"
of C.P.S. men, progress has been bogged
down evidently by the pressure of several
veteran groups who are holding national
conventions during the month of October.
There have been indications that Selective
Service looks forward to closing a number
of camps at an early date, but to date no
releases have been processed except those
for assignees thirty-nine years of age and
Music and Craft Instructors to Serve
M.C.C.-C.P.S.
Two high school teachers have volunteered their full-time services in behalf of the
camp program. Alvin Reimer, Buhler,
Kansas,, will devote his time to the teaching of courses in sight-singing, hymnology,
music appreciation, conducting, and choral
literature. Edna Quiring, Canton, Kansas,
will serve as an instructor in arts and
crafts. Both of these teachers will begin
their work in' the month of October.
Church-School Day in C.P.S.
Mennonite and Brethren in Christ colleges are cooperating with the C.P.S. Section at Akron in providing for a ChurchSchool Day in all MCC camps and units
sometime in the month of November. During the month representatives from the colleges will be released for a period of about
two weeks for visitation in the camps. The
large camps will be visited for a three-day
period and the smaller units, one or two
days. With demobilization in sight, this endeavor has grown out of the concerns of
the colleges to challenge C.P.S. men to continue their education in high school, college,
or in a less formal way in their home community. Church-School Day will be provided
only for those who wish to, t*K§ part.
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Seven Times More Prayer
HE Church has been bemoaning her lack
. of spiritual vigor and missionary zeal.
We have looked in various places for the
answer to our powerlessness. But too often
we have looked in vain because we have
not gone to the root of things.
Andrew Murray says: "How seldom the
great truth is insisted on, or pressed home,
that the Holy Spirit is our only power. An
entire and absolute surrender to Him is our
only hope. How seldom one hears from the
leaders, to whom the Church looks for
guidance, the clear, unceasing summons:
Brethren pray. We must pray, more; we
must pray without ceasing; prayer will
bring blessing."
Again he says: "There can be no forward movement in missions, no great offering of life except as these are attained
through a deepening and broadening of
the spiritual life of the leaders of the
Church and a real spiritual revival among
the members. New methods can accomplishnothing unless begun, continued and com-
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by the fire of which Jesus spoke, and
which is fanned to white heat only in the
close confines of the trysting place with

Lifting Up Holy Hands!
ITH this issue of the Visitor we are ini stituting a new feature—a prayer
page. It is our purpose to carry good
stimulating articles on prayer from our
own Brotherhood as much as possible. But
this will be achieved only through your
cooperation in supplying materials.
The feature which we expect to be of
more specific interest, however, is not the
general article that will appear in the several issues of the Visitor, but the unique
prayer corner. This has come as a suggestion to us, and after prayerful consideration we feel it is worthy our ardent
support.
In this prayer corner we will carry special requests for prayer as they come to
us. And as God hears and answers the
prayers of His people, we expect to have
faith-honoring reports of such answers.
We trust that this may be a reminder
and an inspiration to one and all, to lift
up our hands and our hearts in supplication, without wrath or doubting, knowing
that "the effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much," and remembering His promise to the two or three who
are agreed as touching one thing. Above
all let us yield ourselves as .channels
through whom the Spirit Himself can intercede with groanings which cannot be
uttered.
Brethren and sisters, let us pray! And let
us encourage one another in prayer, by
giving praise to God for answered prayer.
And let us honor God by making known
our requests. This new feature comes as
a suggestion from the Church. We trust
you will use it to the glory of God and the
extension of His kingdom.

(3)
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God.

Requeim
With this issue of the "Visitor" we are
apprised of the home-going of Bishop
Adam Wengert. He will be keenly missed,
not only by his own family, not only by
his own congregation, not only by his
community, not only by his Church, but
in a very wide circle of acquaintances
and friends.
It was quite a number of years ago,
while a student at Messiah Bible College,
that I first became acquainted with Bro.
Wengert. In the intervening years our
paths have crossed not infrequently. In
more recent years we have worked together in the work of the Kingdom. And
I have had a growing warmth of appreciation for him as a servant of the Most
High.
In the growing cooperation between the
United Zion Church and the Brethren in
Christ, Bro. Wengert had a keen interest
and took an active part. We never thought
of him as being of another group. We
felt that we were all one when he met
with us in work or counsel.
Our sympathies are extended to those
who feel the loss most poignantly. We
feel the loss with you. But we are assured
that he has now entered into the reward
for faithful stewardship.
pleted in prayer, and permeated from first
to last with the Holy Spirit of God."
Too often we seem to overlook the fact
that the day of Pentecost came only after
a continuous, uninterrupted ten days'
prayer meeting. We seem to forget that
our own gracious baptism of the Holy
Spirit came only after earnest, prevailing,
importunate prayer. We seem to realize
so little of the absolute necessity for continuing prayer in order to retain the Spirit's fulness, to maintain the power for effective service, and to obtain the desired
results in our efforts for His kingdom. All
must, in the words of Andrew Murray, be
"begun, continued and completed in prayer." It is only in the atmosphere of unceasing prayer that anything of value can
be accomplished for God, or that anyone
can even be "permeated from first to last
with the Holy Spirit of God."
Too many sermons are attempted on the
momentum of past experience and success
instead of being motivated by the mighty
power of the Holy Ghost generated behind
the closed doors of the secret closet. Mission endeavors are built around human wisdom and experience and forwarded by
human energy instead of being energized.

In evaluating the needs of the missionary crusade which was being launched, the
late Dr. Robson made this challenging
statement: "We shall need three times more
men, four times more money, and seven
times more prayer."
Then he continued: "Shall it be thought
impossible to believe, that when God's
spirit even now begins to work in the
hearts of the children that they shall be
drawn out into seven times more prayer?
It is not only that we want the number of
those who pray increased, but still more
that those who do already pray, should accept the call for their part in the sevenfold.
Quality is more than quantity. Sevenfold is
the sign of that quiet perseverence of
Elijah, which should not rest until the
cloud had been seen. Sevenfold is the sign
of the burning furnace, seven times heated.
It is the new intensity of the prayer of
those who already pray that our hope lies."
A great door and effectual has been
opened unto us. (I Cor. 16:9.) But there
certainly are many adversaries in this day
just as there were in the days of which the
Apostle was more immediately writing.
Through the medium of our ministrations
to war-stricken peoples, vast areas and
multitudes of souls are receptive to the
Gospel that have hitherto been closed for
centuries. This may be the last great opportunity for us before we stand at the
judgment seat of Christ.
Does it seem too great a task? Do our
resources appear entirely inadequate? Remember the five barley loaves and two
fishes in the hands of our Master. And by
prayer put your feeble all into the hands
of the Great Captain of our salvation.
Through the limitless channels of prayer
God can work wonders even in this bewildered and cynical age.
But if we are to be used effectually as the
instruments of Heaven for the great program of evangelization that is so desperately needed in the world today undoubtedly
we need "three times more men, four times
more money, and seven times more prayer." The need for prayer is the most urgent.
For if prayer is sincere and fervent it will
result in the commensurate giving of the
other things needed, whether money or
personal service. Brethren, let us pray!

ff.Qjp.9e.
A Precious Truth
Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace,
whose mind is staved on Thee; because he
trusteth in Thee. Trust ye in the Lord forever; for in The LORD JEHOVAH is Ever-

lasting Strength! The way of the just is
uprightness; thou, most upright, dost weigh
the path of the just. (Isa. 26:3-4-7.)
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'WHY WE SHOULD BE SANCTIFIED"
Lafayette

Shoalts

E should be sanctified because it is
the will of God. "Wherefore be ye
not unwise, but understanding what the
will of the Lord is." (Eph. 5:17.) One
version says, "Be not lacking in sense t u t
understand what God's will is." "For this
is the will of God, even your sanctification
" (I Thess. 4 : 3 ) . "
That
ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God." (Romans 12:2). A saint is a person called
out of sin to Holiness, and the Lord calls
us to be saints. Through Christ we have
obtained an inheritance as Ephesians 1:11
tells us. "To an inheritance incorruptible,
and undefiled, and that fadeth not away
" (I Peter 1:4).
The law of the United States and Canada allows owners of property to make a
will and dispose of property. If properly
witnessed, it goes to persons or institutions as stated in the will. Since the war,
especially if there is no widow or direct
heir, the Government takes a portion first.
Many times there is trouble and hard feelings over the corruptible inheritance. How
sad that so few have a vision of the Will
which God has left. It now includes the
Gentiles as well as the Jews. He wills
that sinners should repent and be converted. He wills that believers should be'
sanctified. It is His good pleasure to give'
us the kingdom.
It has been said that in the days of
great persecutions, a young lady was walk-l
ing on the road to worship in seclusion.
A band of mounted officers who met her
demanded her to halt and say where she
was going. Her reply was, "My elder
brother died and the will is to be read
this afternoon. I am going to see what
is in it for me." Having no vision of spiritual things, the officers let her go. Again we say, how sad so few are seeking
to know the will of God.
We should be sanctified because Jesus
suffered the humiliation of a servant and
endured the death of the cross to provide
it. "Jesus also, that he might sanctify the
people with his own blood, suffered without the gate.'] (Heb. 1 3 : 1 2 ) . We should
not make void His redemptive work by
failing to appropriate the sanctification
He has provided.
Again, we should be sanctified because
it was Jesus expressed desire." John 17,
17-20. Jesus prayed that we should all
be sanctified.
We need to be sanctified to keep justified. The experience of justification is a
high state of grace, just as high as the
experience of Sanctification so far as sin
is concerned. We love and forgive everybody. We are honest and upright. We
have "life." Jesus said, "
I am

W

J
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come that they might have life
"
(John 10:10). We promise to obey God
and bs true to Him. "Because the carnal
mind is enmity against God: for it is not
subject to the law of God, neither indeed
can be." (Romans 8:7). The term "law
of God" we understand to mean, "The
rules and principles that govern His kingdom." We will refer to these as love,
faith, obedience, forgiveness and humility.
The carnal mind cannot be subject to these
rules and principles; thus, the need of
cleansing. In justification the carnal mind
is suppressed; in sanctification it is cast
out, cleansed and crucified. We will have
enough to do to train our personality and
own spirit; carnality cannot be trained,
it is of satanic origin.

October 22, 1945
of God, sat in a service of a prominent
minister who preached from the text in
Jude, '"Pulling them out of the fire." One
thing he compared was sin and fire. He
told how the reservoirs gave out in the
great Chicago fire and how part of the
city burned down but made this application, "Thank God the reservoirs of God
never give out." Yet before he closed he
said, "After all, looking over the large
crowded house, there is not one here but
who has sin reigning in his breast," meaning the carnal mind. He further said, "We
are like a piece of flint, when we strike
it the fire will fly.'' That was about fifty
'years ago. No wonder that the church has
gone where it has. Ministers, making such
statements, please some who love to go
on in their poor weak way but those who
have the light feel sad because it leads to
unbelief and dishonours God's Word.
Thank God for the time when we met with
Elder Noah Zook and wife as well as J.
R. Zook and others who taught full salvation.

We should be sanctified to have power
to serve God. "Ye shall receive power,
after that the Holy Ghost is come upon
Great is the mystery of Godliness. The
you: and ye shall be witnesses unto
me
" (Acts 1:8). The baptism of new birth is a mystery; sanctification is a
the Holy Ghost gives courage, boldness mystery; the church is a mystery; the comand zeal to obey God. It delivers from the ing of Christ is a mystery, only revealed
fear of man. Yet, we need to know that by the Holy Spirit to those who seek and
all loudness and noise and demonstration walk in the light.
(To be continued)
may not be of the Holy Spirit. Some
Spirit-filled people are mild and quiet.
There is a side to the word power which
Sanctification of the Body
we love. The disciples had been with
Jesus over three years. He had taught
B. T. Roberts
them the nature of the kingdom and yet
as he was to be taken up, they asked him,
We have been asked if we should pray
"Lord wilt thou at this time restore unto
us the kingdom of I s r a e l ? " They were for the sanctification of the body in the
looking for an earthly kingdom as the same sense that we should for that of the
Jews are today. We fear that many pro- soul.
The soul is the conscious, thinking, infessors can see only the visible church.
"Ye shall receive power," spiritual vision, telligent part of our nature. If that is
revelation of truth, and be able to digest sanctified the body will be, as a matter
strong meat and not only milk as we of course. If the pilot goes right, the hoat
read in Hebrews 5:14. We are able also that obeys his directions can not go wrong.
to face opposition and obey God rather The Savior says that "Out of the heart
proceed murders, adulteries, fornications,
than man.
Every true minister longs for the sancti- thefts, and blasphemies," though the body
fication of his flock. "And he gave some, is the instrument with which these crimes
apostles; and some, prophets; and some, are committed. Get the heart right and
evangelists; and some, pastors and teach- the body will do nothing wrong. Make the
ers; for the perfecting of the saints . . . ." fountain sweet and the waters will not be
bitter. The apostle prays that the body
(or sanctifying of the saints). "
may
be preserved blameless—it was renand this also we wish, even your perfecdered so when the soul was sanctified
tion." II Cor. 13:9.
A minister who speaks against sancti- wholly to God.—Selected.
fication from the pulpit or in private is
either ignorant of a precious Bible truth
What havoc has been wrought by minand doctrine or he has, somewhere, failed istry in the wisdom of man instead of in
to walk in light. An elderly minister the demonstration of the Spirit and of
stood up to lead a prayer meeting and the power! How ministry has been marred by
first thing he said was, " I am opposed to failure in the manifestation of the power
this Sanctification." A visiting brother of Christlike humility and a heavenly love
present said later in his tetimony, "Well binding God's children together. Marred,
brethren, it has come to stay and we may too, by lack of the holiness characterized
as well fall into line." The writer, when by the crucifixion of self and its lusts and
just a young convert and hungry for more crucifixion to the world I
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"Prayer Changes Things"—all things that need changing

Seth C. Rees
T GOES WITHOUT saying that the unsearchable riches of Christ have never been
measured. No accountant has ever been
able to compute the immeasurable holdings
of God as stored up in Jesus Christ. The
wildest sweep of one's imagination can
never survey the limitless stretches of
Christ's uncounted wealth. He is the only
heir to the unbounded riches of God. Here
is a challenge and an opportunity for us
to become joint heirs with Him. Here
are bonds issued by the only permanent
Government in .the universe—drawn on the
Bank of Heaven. If one is looking for a
lasting fortune, for enduring wealth, here
is the greatest investment and the choicest
opportunity to "get rich quick" ever offered to mortal man.

I

These riches are not only unsearchable,
but unfading and unfailing. We wish to notice that there is unsearchable and. unlimited wealth in intercession. Few disciples of
Christ know the boundless riches of importunate and prevailing prayer. In the holy
ministry of prayer, there are distances
never covered and stretches unknown even
by the most fervent. The more unselfish
we are in prayer, the more readily faith
will spring up. Notice how wholly unselfish was the midnight appeal of the man in
the parable (Luke 11.) He was asking
nothing for himself, but for a friend whom
he had taken in for the night. Immediately
following this Jesus said, "Ask, and it
shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find;
knock, and it shall be opened unto you."
It is evident that we are far too limited
in our realm of intercession. It is when the
swelling, rolling river Nile breaks over her
banks that she leaves the richest deposits
of alluvial soil which makes Egypt the
garden of the world. If she remains within
her banks, she may serve every purpose for
navigation, but she leaves in her trail a
famine instead of a harvest. So if our
prayers abound, we ourselves are greatly
enriched, for the richest deposits of grace
and blessing are made in our own hearts
when our souls are overflowing in prayer
for others. There are those who pray so
much for their own little souls that their
testimonies are tiresome. If they could be
induced to forget themselves and think of
lost humanity, they might be enriched and
made a blessing to others.
Suppose you try a trip around the world
in prayer. Pray for the suffering, neglected, starving. Pray for the missionaries regardless of denominational proclivities or

**
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Getting Ready to Move

Prayer Corner
The Riches of Intercession
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church name. If you pray for your own
missionaries only, you will become narrow
and lean; but if your prayers abound,
overflow, you will touch immeasurable
riches.
We have the story of a man who prayed
definitely and systematically for the different mission fields of the world, and kept
a diary of his prayers. After his death, the
diary was found and it was discovered that
a gracious revival had followed his prayers in the different mission fields in the
same order of his seasons of intercession.
His love and faith girdled the earth in the
ministry of prayer, and the pillar of cloud
and fire followed in his very footsteps.
One of the sublimest visions of revelation is the scene where silence for one-half
hour fell on the services of the heavenly
sanctuary when the prayers of the saints
were poured out before the throne. Pile
them u p ; pile them u p ! The time will
soon come when the vials will be filled
with tears, and the storehouse bursting
with petitions, and Heaven will be forced
to pour them out upon the earth producing
earthquakes of conviction, convulsions in
repentance, and glorious triumphs in the
salvation of many souls. Oh, the throb and
thrill of an unlimited vision of the unsearchable riches of Christ!
'
—Pilgrim Holiness
Advocate.
i *•» i

PRAYER REQUESTS!
Life Line Gospel Mission
FOR

Two unsaved husbands who refuse to
go to church.
An unsaved husband who accompanies
his wife to the mission every Sunday
night.
For three new converts that they may go
on to holiness.
For our Christian brethren that they may
be kept in the will of the Lord.
For a spiritual reviving in our midst,
an outpouring of the Holy Spirit in Revival Power.
P R A Y !
Ask the Spirit's aid to intercede for
others. Believe for this. Apply it. Begin—
pray quietly, deliberately, definitely, for
real needs.
i

««»

i

"He that despiseth his neighbor sinneth:
but he that hath mercy on the poor, happy
is he" (Prov. 14:21.)

' The owner of the tenement which I have
occupied for many years has given notice
that he will furnish but little or nothing
more for repairs. I am advised to be ready
to move.
At first this was not a very welcome
notice. The surroundings here are in many
respects very pleasant, and were it not for
the evidence of decay, I should consider
the old house good enough. But even a
light wind causes it to tremble and totter,
and all the braces are not sufficient to make
it secure. So I am getting ready to move.
-It is strange how quickly one's interest
is transferred to the prospective home. I
have been consulting maps of the new
country and reading descriptions of its inhabitants. One who visited it has returned,
and from him I learn that it is beautiful
beyond description—language breaks down
in attempting to tell of what he heard
while there. He says that, in order to make
an investment there, he has suffered the
loss of all things that he owned here, and
even rejoices in what others would call
making a sacrifice.
Another, whose love to me has been
proven by the greatest possible test, is now
there. He has sent me several clusters of
the most delicious fruits. After tasting
them, all food here seems insipid.
Two or three times I have been down
by the border of the river that forms the
boundary, and have wished myself among
the company of those who were singing
praises to the King on the other side.
Many- of my friends have moved there.
Before leaving they spoke of my coming
later. I have seen the smile upon their
faces as they passed out of sight.
Often I am asked to make some new investments here, but my answer in every
case is, "I am getting ready to move."
for we know that if our earthly house
of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have
a building of God, an house not made with
hands, eternal in tlie heavens. II Corinthians 5 : 1 .
Jesus saith . . . I am the way, the truth,
and the life; no man cometh unto the Father, but by me. John 14:6.
—Sel. by Martha Resor.
i

«»»

i
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Dr. Pusey was right in this statement:
"It has been for thirty years the deep conviction of my soul that no book can be
written on behalf of the Bible like the Bible itself. Man's defenses are man's word
—the Bible is God's Word, and by it the
Holy Ghost who first spoke it still speaks
to the soul that closeth itself not against
it." "If any man will do His will, he shall
know of the doctrine," (John 7 : 1 7 ) .
"Do not get discouraged; it may be the
last key in the bunch that opens the door."
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Wanezi Mission: Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, S.
Africa. Elder & Sr. Albert Breneman, Elder
& Sr. Arthur Climenhaga.
,
Macha Mission: Choma, N. Rhodesia, S.
Africa. Elder & Sr. Elmer Eyer, Elder &
Sr. Bert Winger, Sr. Edna Lehman, and Sr.
Ruth Hunt.
Sikalonga Mission: Choma, N. Rhodesia, S.
Africa. Elder & Sr. J. Elwood Hershey, and
Sr. Anna Eyster.
Released for Furlough: Elder & Sr. Roy H.
Mann, Sr. Mabel Frey, and Sr. Elizabeth
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India
General Superintendent: Bishop A, D. M.
Dick.
Saharsa: O. & T. Ry., Bhagalpur Dist., India.
Bishop & Sr. A. D. M. Dick, Sr. Leora
Toder, Sr. B. Ella Gayman, and Sr. Anna
Steckley.
Madhipura Mission: Dauram, O. & T. Ry.,India. Sr. Eflie Rohrer, and Sr. Emma
Rosenberger.
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tribenkganj, via
Supaul, O. & T., India. Elder & Sr. Allen
Buckwalter.
Outgoing Missionaries:
Africa: Elder & Sr. D. B. Hall, Sr. Annie
Winger, and Sr. Fannie Longenecker.
India: Elder & Sr. George Paulus, Elder &
Sr. Wm. Hoke, and Sr. Shirley Bitner.
Missionaries on Furlough
Elder & Sr. Charles Engle, 660 E. Arrow
Highway, Upland, California.
Sr. Sadie Book, Ramona, Kansas.
Elder and Mrs. D. B. Hall, Abilene, Kansas.
Sr. Emma Frey, 230% F. St., Upland, Calif.
Sr. Anna R. Engle, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Annie E. Winger, Dellsle, Sask. •

HOME MISSIONS
City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613 F o u r t h Ave., Altoona,
Penna. (Residence—1009 Rose Hill Drive)
Herman G. and Laura Miller.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley Street, Buffalo 13,
N. Y. Arthur and Wilma Musser; Helen
Bowers. Florence Hensel.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead Ave., Chicago,
111., Phone Wentworth 7122., Sarah Bert,
Supt. Emeritus; C. J. Carlson, Supt, and
Pastor; Avis Carlson; Alice K. Albright;
Erma Z. Hare. (Harriet Gough on leave of
absence)
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor Street, Dayton,
Ohio., W. H. Boyer, Supt., William Engle,
Asst. Supt.; Susie Boyer; Evelyn Engle; Eva
Dick; Angeline Cox.
God's Love Mission, 1524 Third Ave., Detroit,
26, Michigan, Residence 2033 Hazel Street.
Carl G. Stump, Supt.; J a n n a Goins Asst.
Supt.; Edith Toder; Martha Sentz; Leora
Kanode. Zone 8—Tel. Temple 1-8238.
Messiah Lighthouse Chapel, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg, Penna. Joel E. and Faithe Carlson; Anna Mary Royer; Anna E. Wolgemuth.
Phone 26488.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. Second Street,
Philadelphia, Penna. William and Anna
Rosenberry; Sarah Brubaker; Anita Brechbill.
Life Line Gospel Mission, 224 Sixth St., San
Francisco 3, Calif., H a r r y and Katie Buckwaiter; Emma Crider, Lula Asper. 311 Scott
St. Zone 17.
Welland, 36 Elizabeth Street, Welland, Ont.,
Glenn and Erma Diller. Phone 3192.
R u r a l Missions
Canoe Creek Mission, Hollidaysburg, Penna.
Thomas Bouch and wife.
Gladwin, Michigan, (To be supplied)
Houghton Mission, Tillsonburg, Ont., Elwood
and Ethel Flewelling; Myrtle and Ruth
Steckley.
Kentucky—Harold Wolgemuth, Supt.
Fairview—Esther Ebersole; Esther Greenawalt.
Home Evangel—James and Bonnie Payne;
Beulah Arnold.
Garlin—Harold and Alice Wolgemuth; Imogene Snider, Gladys Kraybill, Ida Lue
Hane.
North Star Mission, Meath Park Station, Saskatchewan, Earl and Ellen Brechbill, Pearl
Jones.
Stowe Mission, Stowe, Pa„ John A. and Emma L. Climenhaga; R u t h Keller.
Carroll and Pulaski County, Virginia., Deroy
and Vida Toder; Edith Davidson; Esther
Buckwalter.
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Institutions
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser. Steward
nnd

M a rwrty,

Messiah Orphanage, Florin. Pa., Bro. Clarence
W. Herr, Steward, and Sr. Susan Herr.
Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illionis, Supt.
and Matron Bro. and Sr. Paul Book.
Beulali College, Upland, California.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas. Oklahoma.
Messiah Bible College, Grantham, Pa.
Ontario Bible College. F'ort Erie North. Ont.
LOVE FEASTS
Canada
Welland, 2:00 P.M
Oct. 14
Cheapside, 2:00 P.M.,
Oct. 20, 21
Kentucky
Fairview Church
Saturday, Oct. 13
Grassy Springs Communion Service
Saturday evening, Nov. 10
Indiana
Union Grove,
Sat. & Sun., Oct. 27, 28
Garrett
Oct. 20, 21
Michigan
Rust
Oct. 13, 14
Merrill
Oct. 20, 21
Detroit
Nov. 4
Gladwin District:
Meeting & Love Feast
Nov. 9, 10, 11
Mooretown
Nov. 17, 18
Ohio
Pleasant Hill
Sat. and Sun., Oct, 20, 21
Beulah Chapel
Sat. and Sun., Oct, 27, 28
Chestnut Grove
Sat. and Sun., Nov. 3, 4
Valley Chapel
Sat. and Sun., Nov. 10, 11
Sippo—rHarvest Meeting and Communion Service
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 29
Pennsylvania
Clear Creek
November 11
Woodbury
Oct. 7, a t 6:30 P. M.
Gratersford
Oct. 27, 28
Mt. Rock
'.
Oct. 27
Fairland—Lebanon County, Sun. eve., Oct. 28
Colyer, (Spring Mills)
Oct. 13
Souderton
,
Oct. 20. 21
Beginning at 2:00 P. M., Sat.
Messiah Home
Nov. 3, at 7:00 P.M.
Ringgold
,
Oct. 20, 21
EVANGELISTIC SLATE
Charles W. Rife
Kentucky
Oct. 28-.—
Kentucky
Nov. 25-....
Carland, Mich
Jan. 13-..~
Merrill, Mich
Feb. 17-....
Henry Schneider
Messiah Home
Albert H. Engle
Palmyra, Pa
J. Lester Myers
Pequea, Pa

Nov. 18....
Nov. 4-18
Nov. 18-Dec. 2

NOTICE!
The chairman of the committee on "Reprinting the Constitution and By-Laws of the
Brethren in Christ Church has called attention
to the fact that J. A. Climenhaga was elected
as their Secretary instead of J. H. Hostetter
as listed on Page 15 of the General Conference
Minutes of 1945.
In checking back over the slip which this
committee handed in, I found that the secretary's office could be interpreted as belonging
to either name.
In order to establish a uniform system of
reporting the Organization of all Boards and
Committees, the General Conference Secretary
shall hereafter provide a printed Organization
Blank which shall also include space for the
expiration date of each member.
Henry G. Brubaker
General Conference Secretary
OMISSION
In the next to the last issue of the Visitor
the name of the author of the poem "The
Many Mansions" carried on the front page,
was omitted. The author of this very lovely
poem is Agnes Hisey Olsen, from Detroit,
Michigan.—Editor.
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News of Church Activity
Canada
NOTTAWA—Our tent meeting in Collingwood commenced August 1st and continued to the 19th. Eld. Jesse W. Hoover
of Nappanee, Ind., was the evangelist. The
people of the town showed very good interest throughout the meetings and the Lord
witnessed with conviction while Bro. Hoover
brought forth heart-searching messages
with much power. May the Lord bless him
as he continues to preach the Holy Word.
Several came forth to accept Christ as
their personal Saviour and others to be reclaimed. Some little boys were even saved
in class one morning during Vacation Bible
School.
A Daily Vacation Bible School was held
in connection with the tent meetings from
August 6-17 inclusive. The children responded above our anticipation when two
hundred and fifty-eight enrolled. The average attendance of the two weeks was one
hundred and seventy-six.
At the program rendered by the Bible
School the parents showed their appreciation with their presence; the tent was filled
to capacity with quite a few outside. Eight
classes took part in the program. Bro. John
Patfield of Stayner served as Superintendent
during the two-week Bible School.
May we solicit your prayers as we continue to labor for Him in the town of Collingwood.
On. September 4 we were pleased to have
Bro. C. Z. Martin of Pennsylvania visit us.
He told us of how the Lord spoke to him-to
start' a mission at Columbus, Pa., and some
very interesting experiences of his tour
through the Southern States.
Many of our young people have again
departed for school. May God bless each
one.
ROSEBANK-Waterloo District—On September 8th we held our Love Feast with an
attendance that was smaller_than usual, but
had a good service in the Lord. On Sunday
September 9th we had our Bible Conference.
Our guest speakers were as follows: Bish.
E. J. Swalm, Rev. Paul Nigh and Rev.
Edward Gilmore. The attendance for our
Bible Conference was somewhat larger with
neighbours and visiting friends, who enjoyed the service with us.
On September 23 we were privileged to
have Bro. Wm. Charlton and Sr. Shirley
Bitner from Stevensville. In our morning
service Sr. Bitner gave us her experience
\.
i _ and her call to India, after which Bro.
U^UfcQ'Charlton spoke on missions, and how help
I is needed in the foreign fields.
In November we are expecting to hold
revival meetings with Eld. Earl Sider as
evangelist.
Join us in our prayers for these meetings.

s*T

V

WELLAND—The past quarter has proven
to be the busiest for us since we have been
engaged in the work at this place. During
this time we had our Vacation Bible School,
Tent Meeting and of course this was our
canning season.
We feel especially thankful for the splendid Bible School which we had this summer.
The prospects at first didn't look so very
good but the tide changed when a wave of
enthusiasm to come to our School broke out
among the children in our section of the

p.:

city. Our average attendance for the two
weeks was 85 and our highest attendance
was 100. We deeply appreciate the sacrifice
made by our teachers to help in this work.
Our Tent Meeting began on August 15
with Bro. Arthur Musser of Buffalo Mission serving as evangelist. While we didn't
see as many visible results as we would like,
we feel that the Meetings were a success.
Several persons received definite help at an
altar of prayer. The tent was pitched in
the Wartime Housing section of the city. We
were warned of possible disturbance of the
meetings in this part of the city but we
can say the conduct was very good. Sr.
Musser was also with us for most of the
meetings and conducted special services for
the children.
With vacation time over our Sunday
School and Church services enjoy a much
better attendance. The summer months are
always a discouraging time in Sunday
School work.
May we ask for your continued prayers
in behalf of this work?
Welland Mission. Financial Report
July, August, September
Receipts
Hall Offerings
$ 82.08
A Brother
100.00
Sr. Reighard
5.50
Annie Moore
1.00
Wainfleet S. S
26.60
Emily Thompson
2.00
Herbert Sider
2.00
Mowery Frey
5.50
Bro. and Sr. Wideman
1.00
Total receipts

$225.68
Expenditures

Groceries
Milk
Gasoline
Canning food
Auto tire
Telephone
Gas bill
El-ec- Bill
Garden Equipment
Household and Hardware
Canning equipment
Advertising
Ice
Water rent
Auto repair
Tent Meeting Deficit
Miscellaneous
City taxes

$ 93.29
16.11
'18.85
22.73
19.40
10.40
12.79
2.16
6.00
5.72
4.04
6.20
5.25
3.15
1.80
20.98
1-53
19.37

:

Total expenditures
Balance on hand July 1
Total receipts

$269.77
$250.36
225.68

Total
$476.04
Less total expenditures
$269.77
Balance on hand Oct. 1
$206.27
We also wish to acknowledge donations of
food from the following: Christian Sider,
Romev Sider. Clarence Heisey's, Frank Tucker,
Edward Nigh, Sr. Philp, Bro. Chambers, Roy
Flewelling.

Iowa
IOWA—A short time ago I received a
card from Eld. C. R. Nissley, Dallas Center, Iowa inviting me to come to their Love
Feast of October 6. I wrote back saying
that my way was closed and that I could
not come. However, in an unexpected manner the way opened and I could go. Rev.
J. J. Engbrecht said he was going- and I
could go along.
On Friday, October 5, six of us left
Freeman, S. D. and arrived at the home of
Eld. H. W. Landis, Des Moines about 6:00
P.M. After a hearty supper we went to the
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Oak Park Mission where we enjoyed a blessed service. The subject of the evening was,
"He filleth thy mouth with good things,"
according to Psalms 103:5.
I was entertained for the night at the
home of Eld. L. W. Landis. Here I met
Bro. and Sr. Henry Horst, whom I formerly
knew in Oklahoma, but whom I had not
seen since 1928. It was pleasant to renew
former acquaintances and to talk over old
times.
The next day, October 6, was Love Feast
at Dallas Center and we went to that place.
A number of the saints had gathered here
and we had blessed fellowship. It was very
pleasant to meet Bish. Witter from Kansas
.and a number of ministers, some for the
first time. The work at Dallas Center is
encouraging. The brethren have bought the
Methodist Church which will be a very
pleasant house of worship.
On Sunday morning Bish. Witter preached to a large congregation. In the afternoon it was my privilege to attend a meeting of the "Yorker Brethren." They have
the custom that they meet in the forenoon
for testimony meeting and in the afternoon for preaching. A number of readers
are acquainted with their manner of worship and it is not necessary for me to dwell
on it. It is not for me to judge, or criticize,
or find fault. Rather I feel like saying with
Scotland's Plowman Poet:
"Long may these sons of honest rustic toil
Be blessed with happiness and sweet content".
The lesson for the afternoon was the
third chapter of Matthew.
On Sunday evening Bro. Witter preached
in Des Moines, Bro. Engbrecht in Adell,
while the writer spoke to a very attentive
audience in Dallas Center. May God bless
the work at all of these places. Monday
morning we started for home, arriving in
Freeman, S. D. some after 7:00 P.M., thankful for the fellowship of saints and for a
safe journey.—P. J. Wiebe.

Kansas
ZION—We as a congregation have had
many and varied blessings during the last
few months. A few of our congregation
were taken suddenly ill and hospitalization
was necessary but we are thankful that
they have again been restored to health
and attendance at our services.
We have had a number of visitors in our
services during the summer months and we
are always glad to welcome visitors to our
services whether they be ministers or others.
As September marks the beginning again
of the schools, some of our young people
have gone from us to attend one of our
church schools, or have taken up other work
that they might be fitted for service to
humanity. We pray God's blessing on them
whereever they may be, and in their work.
We are looking forward to our fall Love
Feast and revival services which we hope
and pray will be a blessing to all of us who
are privileged to attend, and we trust that
Christians will be encouraged and deepened
in the spiritual life and that sinners will
be saved.

New York
BUFFALO—"The harvest is past, the
summer is ended." Naturally speaking this
is very true. But through Jesus Christ we
can have perpetual warmth and sunshine in
our hearts. Neither is the harvest over for
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God is still working among us. Yet we have
no doubt that Jesus is coming soon and
then the harvest will be past forever.
D.V.B.S. — Our Daily Vacation Bible
School was conducted from July 23—August
3, with an enrollment of 64 boys and girls.
There were twelve who responded by bowing at the altar on Decision Day. The daily
offerings of the children amounted to
$18.00 This was sent to help take care of
an Indian Orphan Child. We thank all the
teachers for their generous help in making
the Bible school possible.
Canning—We were thankful for all the
vegetables and fruit which we were able to
secure this year. A full cellar is. a comfort
when winter creeps in upon us. The total
quantity of canned good amounts to 336
jars.
Visitors—It was our pleasure to have Sr.
Anna Engle, returned missionary from
Africa, with us for a Sunday morning service. Then a few weeks later we were delighted to have Sr. Shirley Bitner from
Bertie, who is planning to go as a missionary to India, present with us for a Sunday
evening service. On this evening a special
offering was taken, amounting to $41.20,
which was equally divided between Sr. Bitner and Sr. Engle. Other visiting speakers
during this quarter were: John Hostetter,
George Kipe, Irvin O. Musser, Avery Musser, Warren Winger, Bert Sherk and Glenn
Diller.
Coal, Coal, Coal—Eight tons of good hard
coal were placed in the cellar during the
summer. This amounted to $116.32. Money
given toward this bill is as follows: Sunday School $50.00; Sr. Robert 5.00; Bro.
Hexemer 5.00; Weir Shradley 10.00; Alice
Blunt 5.00; Christ Willing Workers Class
(Mastersonville, Pa.) 5.00; Eleanor Mater
and--Susie Troyer 10.00; and Grace Sider
5.00. This leaves a debt of $21.32.
Building Fund—After, almost a year's
duration there is yet much interest in this
fund and the repair work connected with it.
The Lord willing, we expect to have the
kitchen remodeled before the real winter
months come. The carpenter will begin work
as soon as he can obtain the lumber. We
hope and pray that we will continue to have
your support in this matter.
Donations—The Mission Family sends
their sincere thanks to all who have given
so generously, in vegetables, fruit, eggs, and
meat: Marion Climenhaga, Andrew Taylor,
John Chambers, Henry Trost, Sr. Robert,
Irven Winger, Jesse Winger, Benme Winger,
Earl Bossert, Lloyd Bossert and Albert
Davis. Thank you, again.
Prayer Band—Each Tuesday evening at
8 o'clock all who wish to, join the workers
in prayer for the work at the Mission and
for needy souls. Won't you please join this
prayer band and intercede for precious
souls? Pray earnestly for the work and
workers.
Your four workers.
BUFFALO BUILDING REPORT
Balance on hand July 1, 1945
Congregation's boxes (July 1, '45)
Birthday offering
Sr. Reighard
Bro. Jesse Winger
A friend
Sr. Miriam Heisey
Bro. Irven Winger
Sr. Anna Engle
" Elder Graybill Wolgemuth
Manheim Summer Bible School
Cross Roads Summer Bible School
Virgil Wenger
Bro. and Sr. R. E. Hoke :
Sr. Robert
Total :
Expenditures

$653.68
88.00
4.00
5-00
5.00
18.85
8.75
10.00
1-00
5.00
25.00
38.00
5.00
20.00
5.00
$892.28
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Bathroom expenses:
Plumbing bill
Gas heater
Wall paper
Nails
v
Molding
Painting expense:
18 gallons of Brown Stain
6 gallons of White Paint
1 gallon of Brown Paint
Black Sash Paint
Misc. items (brushes, putty, etc.)

$258.21
3.50
3.90
lff
1.35
26.64
19.00
2.90
1.25
5.36

Total
$322.21
Balance on hand October 1, 1945
$570.07
Financial Report for July, Aug. and Sept.
Balance on hand July 1, 1945
$129.95
Chapel offerings:
July
31.16
August
51.21
September
64.80
Bro. Jesse Winger
3.00
Bish. Charlie Byers
3.00
Elder Graybill Wolgemuth
2.00
Bro. and Sr. Edgar Grove
5.00
David and Grace Bert
2.00
Agnes Cober
2.00
Jean Swalm
2.00
Upland, California Jr. League
5.00
Bro. George Kipe
3.00
Sr. Greiner
1.00
Sr. Eva Punk
5.00
Total
Expenditures
Groceries and milk
Telephone, gas, and electric
Automobile Expense
Household Supplies
Fruit and Canning. Supplies
Refrigerator Repairs
Postage
Miscellaneous item

$310.12

Total
Balance on hand October 1, 1945

$271.38
$ 38.74

$155.89
33.18
27.74
6.32
37.66
4.00
1.34
5.25

CLARENCE CENTER — Tent services
were held in the Clarence Center Park from
July 1-22, with Eld. John Hostetter as evangelist and Emerson Frey from Pennsylvania
as song leader. The services were featured
with readings, children's talk and a few
numbers from the young people's mixed
chorus. Much interest was shown by the
community in their good attendance. There
were six who knelt at an altar of prayer.
We would have been glad to see more folks
expressing their need of Christ but only |
Heaven will reveal some of the results of
the meetings.
We very much appreciated having with
us Eld. Marshall Winger from Canada for
our Love Feast September eighth and ninth.
Sunday evening Bro. Winger gave us his
experience with "Father Divine" the negro
who claims to be God. The account was enjoyed by all who attended.

Ohii o
BEULAH CHAPEL—The Lord blessed us
with a father in Israel who was deeply interested in each member of his flock, feeding us faithfully and richly, counseling us
wisely, always so patient and willing to sacrifice both time and strength where help
was needed, causing us to feel his loving
concern for our welfare. He was equally
anxious to help others into the fold and
many times have we seen and heard him rejoice over a soul who was delivered from
the grip of the enemy by the power of God.
One night the Lord took him home to glory
and although our hearts are so deeply
touched, and the loss tremendous, we look
up in the face of our Father who doeth all
things well and says, "Blessed be the Name
of the Lord." Bro. Swalm said "God never
takes a Moses until he has a Joshua ready."
Bro. and Sr. William Hoke were with us
Thursday evening, July 5. Thank the Lord
for young people who are so fully consecrated and alive for Him, with a message
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burning on their hearts for the lost of
India.
Bro. Albert Engle was a blessing to us
in messages and fellowship while here for
five weeks. He remarked in the first prayer
meeting with us that he was glad to come
to Wittenberg College to study because along with it he would have the fellowship
of God's people; we were glad too.
It was our privilege to meet on a very
busy corner on Sunday evening at 6:30 during the summer where many souls were
contacted through tracts, songs, personal
testimonies and gospel messages. Conviction
was manifested on many faces, hands were
raised for prayer and a number of individuals expressed their need verbally after
services; several accompained us to the evening service at the Church. While looking
- into those faces on the street in that locality we were reminded again and again that
the devil is a hard task master and sin is
so expensive in many ways but praise God
that we had the perfect remedy to offer
regardless of how stained the life might be.
We appreciated Bro. John Garman's message on "The Way," on Sunday morning
October 1. John's and Ruth's testimonies of
joy and contentment in His service and of
God's faithfulness to them in their field
at Iron Springs reveal that they have not
only found "The Way" but are truly blessed in it.
DAYTON—We are pleased to see the increase in our Sunday School attendance
since the public schools have opened again.
We are always glad to see our dear children
coming back to Sunday School after their
summer vacation. We are also encouraged
with the good attendance in our preaching
services and prayer-meetings.
* On July 15, 1945 we began our summer
revival with Elder Albert Engle of Grantham, Pa. as our evangelist. The meeting
continued until the 29th. Our beloved brother was true and faithful in delivering the
Word fearlessly and with power. A number of children and young people and some
parents came to the altar for various needs.
The Lord is always faithful to help those
who come to Him in sincerity. Among the
number who came was an old lady, 74 years
of age. She confessed she had been living in
a backslidden state for 20 years. She was
made to rejoice to get back to the Lord
once more but there is still need of much
prayer.
The meeting closed with good attendance
and interest. May the Lord bless and go
with our precious brother in his field of
labor is our prayer.
Bro. Harold Paulus our former co-worker
spent several weeks with us this summer
but he has left for Upland, Calif, to finish
his school work in preparation for the evangelistic field.
We enjoyed and appreciated his labors
with us very much.
On the fourth Saturday of September we
enjoyed a very precious communion service
here at the Mission, it was about the largest
attendance we ever had. Our dear brother
Bish. Wilber Snider was with us to officiate
in the services. We were made to realize
one time more what it cost our dear Savior to save us from our sins, that we might
have a home with Him in glory.
On last Sunday P. M., September 30th,
we were made to rejoice as four of our dear
children followed the Lord in the ordinance
of baptism. A son and daughter of Bro.
and Sr. William Engle were in the number
and two sons of Bro. and Sr. Pollitt. Will
you help us to pray for them tha't they may
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become real workers for the Lord?
We do appreciate very much that we can
report all our needs have been fully supplied
for which we are very grateful and do
thank all the dear ones for their liberal
giving.
May the dear Lord bless them all is our
prayer.
FINANCIAL REPORT
July, August, September,

1945

Receipts
B a l a n c e on H a n d
Loal Reed, Dayton
A Sister, Dayton
A Cousin
Albert Engle, Grantham, P a
Mrs. Josepn Skapik, Dayton
Loal Mann, Clayton
In His Name
Ethel Smith, Dayton
A Brother, Dayton
'.
Raymond Smith, Dayton
Bessie Holthouse, Dayton
Julia Ream, Harrisburg, Pa
John Horst, Canton
Mollie S m i t h , D a y t o n
Indiana Youth Convention,
Garrett, Ind
Angeline Walker, Dayton
William & Evelyn Engle, Dayton
William Conner, D a y t o n
Rose Milette, Dayton
A Sister
In His Name
Given for car g a s
M i s s i o n Offerings

$206.29
1.00
7.00
5.00
2.00
30.00
2.00
10.00
2.25
25.60
5.35
50
50
10.00
1-00
15-00
4.00
10.00
-50
•'
^-50
-50
5.00
,>;J
— 105-1'
-.

Total Receipts and Balance
Expenditures
Table Account
Eight, Power and Gas
W a t e r Bill
P h o n e Bill
Clock R e p a i r s
Fruit Jars
Sweeper Repairs
Light Bulbs
Toweling and W a s h r a g s
Sewing Machine Repairs
Soap S u p p l y
Incidentals
Car Expence

$467.51

-.

^fj'ii
11-75
*-°°
-.- - M»-4<
M!
jj-g'
»•»»
1>J»
^-1'
£-00
;£-•;!
JS'gj
_"_

Total Expence
----iff?4?
B a l a n c e on H a n d O c t o b e r 1, 1945
$214.41
D o n a t i o n of A r t i c l e s w e r e m a d e b y C l y d e
H e r s h e y , I r v i n H o o v e r s , I. C. E n g l e , E . J.
B r u m b a u g h s , E d w a r d E n g l e s , I v a H e r r , O. V.
H e r r , E . J. R o h r e r , O. B . H e r r , H . P a u g s t a t ,
D W. Engles, Howard Hokes, Mrs. Weller,
Ezra Cassels, Lorenzo Hanes, A r t h u r Pollitts, Glendon Sniders, Ralph Herr, Leighton
Manns. William Engles, Ohmer Herr, Alfred
G r a y s , N a n c y Cox, C l a r e n c e B o y e r s , D a v i d
Hershey, Mont Free, D o r t h a Creech.
W e r e m a i n y o u r s for t h e lost.
The Workers.

Pennsylvania
CANOE CREEK — "The Lord reigneth;
let the earth rejoice; let the multitude of
isles be glad thereof." Psalm 97:1.
In our first report we wish to greet the
Visitor family in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ who reigns forever and forever.
We moved to the Canoe Creek Mission
parsonage August 2nd and began our work
there. It took very little time to get acquainted with the brethren and sisters here.
The chief reason for this is because "The
Lord Reigneth" in our hearts and makes
us one in Christ Jesus.
We must confess that the first few services were somewhat discouraging but we
trusted God. The result is that we can see
an increase in concern among the brethren
at Canoe Creek. May this spirit of concern
be ever on the upward climb.
We appreciate the interest in Sunday
School at Gannister. However we cannot
say so much for the evening services. But
"The Lord Reigneth" and is able to create
a "stir" among the people in this valley.
We earnestly covet your prayers for this
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field of labor as well as for Canoe Creek.
We wish to add that we enjoy to work
here and that this is "home" to us, speaking in the natural. The Lord has blessed
us and we trust He shall continue to do so,
and that your prayers and our prayers will
bring lasting results for Him.
Canoe Crsek Mission Financial Report
July, August, September, 1945
Receipts
Balance June 30th
$ 7.71
Cnapel offering
$38.39Bro. and Sr. Oldham
15.89
A Sister
4.00
Bro. and Sr. Gray
15.00
Bro. and Sr. I. vValls
10.00
Bro. and Sr. Robinson
5.00
Bro. and Sr. Bouch
19.06
Sr. Deitters
2.00
Bro. and Sr. Long
1.50
Bro. Wm. Miller
4.20
Total
$122.75
Otner donations were given by: Sr. Oldham,
Sr. Blackstone, Mrs. Kelly, Sr. Sine, Bro. and
Sr. Long, Sr. H. Walls, Bro. and Sr. Traxler,
Bro. and Sr. Keplogle, Sr. Campbell, Oscar
Stern. We appreciate each offering and donation and extend our thanks to all.

Expanses

Grocery
Milk
Fruit and vegetables
Electricity
Mission Needs
Coal
Gasoline and oil
Car Repairs
Kerosene
Postage
Total expenses
Total receipts
Deficit

"

:

$46.67
15.81
11.08
11.85
6.25
14.00
10.70
10.34
28
17
$127.15
122.75
$ 4.40

HUMMELSTOWN — A revival meeting
opened in the Brethren in Christ Church at
Hummelstown, Pa., with Bish. Peter Gress
from Rheinholds, Pa. as evangelist.
The meetings were very well attended,
with a very good spirit and interest. Our
Bro. brought very strong soul stirring messages from the Word. Two souls knelt at
an altar of prayer, and many good resolutions were made. May God bless our Bro.
for his labor of love.
LLEWELLYN — Another revival effort
here at Llewellyn Mission has so hurriedly
gone by and is now on the pages of history.
We regret that people are so unconcerned
that they let the priceless opportunities of
salvation slip by without making use of
them.
Eld. Robert I. Gossard of Hagerstown,
Md., was our evangelist and we are happy
to say he proved faithful every night for
two weeks in delivering the messages God
laid upon his heart.
The attendance was poor in the beginning
of the campaign but the interest and attendance grew throughout the two weeks. We
are very happy to say that although we
didn't see all the results we would have
liked to see, there were hands for prayer
and a number of our group renewed their
consecration. Our hearts are also made to
rejoice when we think of those who had not
come to the services at all prior to this revival effort and now tell of a definite determination to keep coming regularly.
It seemed that before this revival the
work was almost at a "stand-still" because
of Mother being in the hospital for such a
long period, we were unable to conduct a
tent meeting and people more or less lost
interest. But we thank God for definitely
answering prayer in Mother's behalf and
also for this revival.
Just before the meetings our little Chapel
sheltered the carpenters again for a few
days in that we put in a platform and altar
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railing. We thank God for the finanical
means to make this improvement and our
prayer is that He may continue blessing us
spiritually and financially.
We wish to take this opportunity to thank
Bro. Gossard again for so faithfully laboring ^ with us and along with this "thankyou" goes a hearty invitation to come back.
May God continue blessing his soul saving efforts in other fields as well.
Won't you please pray for this work and
if you can come to see us?
Yours in His service,
"Llewellyn Laborers"
MANOR—On August 25 to 28 a prophetic
Conference was held at Manor Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. C. F. Derstine of
Kitchener, Ontario, of the Mennonite
Church as speaker. The meetings were held
only in the evenings and were very well
attended, the house being packed every
night. The interest was very good.
Bro. Derstine's messages were enlightening and helpful. Some of the subjects he
spoke on were: "The Word's Greatest Coming Event," "The Church Age in Prophetic
Lime Light" as found in Rev. 1-3, "The Crux
of the World Situation in the Light of the
Prophetic Word," "As the Days of Noah
Were So,"—as found in Matt. 2:4. "The
Day of Restitution of All Things."
On Sunday evening he gave a presermon
talk, "A King's Council to Youth."
On Monday evening Anna R. Engle, Mt.
Joy gave a presermon talk, "The Challenge
of Missions in the Light of Present WorldConditions."
On Tuesday evening the mixed chorus
from the District rendered several selections
in the opening.
May the Lord bless and help Bro. Derstine in his field of labor.
MESSIAH HOME CHAPEL — Sunday
evening, July 1, we had a farewell service
for Srs. Helen Bowers and Florence Hensel
Sr. Florence spoke on "Missions," and Sr
Helen on "Forsaking All." We wish them
Uod s best as they labor for Him at Buffalo
Mission.
Bish. Titus Books spoke Sunday evening
July 8, from Mark 12:31. Genuine love for
our neighbor will cause us to bear and forbear.
A group of twenty C.P.S. men from the
Harrisburg State Hospital Unit gave a
program duringYoung People's Hour, July
22. Several wives and children attended
with them. The topics: "How Do We
Recognize Temptation," and "How Can We
Overcome Temptation," were discussed by
two of the men. A male chorus from the
group sang "Never Grow Old," and "May
the Lord Depend On You."
The Farwell Missionary service for Bro.
and Sr. William Hoke and daughter was
held Sunday evening August 19. Our dear
Eld. Eli M. Engle read a portion of scripture and prayed. Manor-Pequea Mixed
Quartette sang, "Tell It Again." Both related their conversion, consecration and
God's call to service. We believe their desire to take the Gospel to those who have
never heard, will be realized as they work
for the Lord in India. A personal offering
was taken which amounted to $340.00. Sr.
Leora Yoder spoke of her trip home and
of the work in India.
August 26, Bish. Charlie Byers brought
us the evening message from Matt. 25:2430. "Cast ye the unprofitable servant out."
Many people are not profitable because they
are too tired to go to prayer meeting and
read their Bible.
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We were glad to have in several of our
services during September, Bro. and Sr.
Hall and family. Sr. Hall spoke to us on
"Evidences of the Grace of God in transforming the life of the African." Love for
the House of God, His Word, love for their
fellowmen, unity and generosity are surely
the result of God's power, transforming
their lives. Several weeks later, Bro. Hall
spoke from Deut. 33:27. Nations of the
world are building on Pagan ideas. May
we as God's children build on the solid rock,
Christ Jesus. The eternal God is our refuge and underneath are the everlasting
arms.
We had our Annual Harvest Home Service Sunday morning September 30. Bish.
Titus Books brought the message on "Behold a Basket of Summer Fruit." Amos
8:2. The Lord blesses us bountifully, not
sparingly and they come constantly. In the
midst of plenty, many people are living
ungrateful lives. In the evening service
Bro. Irvin O. Musser continued the thought
of thanksgiving.
We have been privileged to hear many
inspiring messages the past quarter, not
only from visiting speakers, but our home
ministry as well. We not only want to be
hearers of the Word but doers of the same.
RAPHO—The annual tent meeting of the
Brethren in Christ of Rapho District convened on the Milton Grove school grounds
from August 11th to 29th.
Elder William Rosenberry from the Philadelphia mission was the evangelist. The
presence of the Lord was felt in our midst
from the beginning, and conviction settled
upon the audience night after night.
The real break, which came on the last
Mondav night of the meeting, was similar to
t h a t experienced at Mt. Pleasant in our
Winter Revival. At the conclusion of the
testimony service instead of preaching the
altar call was given and souls began seeking God, and when conditions were met,
finding Him.
Saints were edified, sinners saved and
blacksliders reclaimed during this series.
We are thankful to God for His Spirit's
presence with us.
We pray God to bless Bro. Rosenberry
and the workers a t the Philadelphia Mission. May.they be able to win many souls
to the Master while there is time and opportunity.

— M A R R I A G ES —
JSEY-BBEHNEMAH—Charles F. Frey, son
of Bro. and Sr. Armour Frey of Conestoga,
Pa and Anna Brenneman, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph D. Brenneman of Washington
Boro Pa., were united in marriage Saturday,
Mav'l2 1945. The ceremony was performed by
the bridegroom's uncle. Rev. Frederick Frey
in the Central Manor Church of God.
May the Lord bless? them as they journey together through life.
LEHMAN-SIMMONS—On September 5, 1945
at 7 o'clock in the evening at the home ot
the bride's parents, Bro. & Sr. Reuben Simmons of Mechanicsburg, there occurred the
marriage of their daughter Sr. Rhoda Lucille
to Bro Earl Jacob Lehman, son of Bro. &
Sr. Simon Lehman of Carlisle, in the presence of a host of relatives and friends, Lid.
B. H. Wenger officiating.
May God's blessing attend them thru life.
LUTERAN-CRIDER—Bro. John Luteran &
Sr. Emma Crider were married in the mission home in San Francisco on Monday evening September 17, 1945 in the presence of
a large group of friends and relatives. Rev.H. W. Buckwalter officiated. The Luterans
are making their home at 517 Mississippi St.,
San Francisco and are retaining their connection with The Life Line Gospel Mission.
May God's rich blessings, rest upon their
lives in their new home.
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OBITUARIES
CHMENHAGA — E m e r s o n Climenhaga,
eldest son of Benjamin and Julia Winger
Climenhaga, was born near Stevensville, Ontario on June 12, 1876 and departed this life
on Saturday afternoon September 8, 1945 at
the age of 69 years, 2 months, and 28 days.
On November 8, 1896 he was united in marriage to Francis Alice Hoover of Mansfield,
Ohio. To this union were born six sons and
two daughters: Ernest, of Buffalo, N. T.;
Marion, of Clarence Center, N. Y.; Mrs, Mark
Asper, of Scotch Plains, N. J.; Glen, Dale, and
Daniel of Ridge way, Ont.; Bert and Catherine
at home.
Bro. Climenhaga was converted early in life
and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church. Several years ago he was led out to
a deeper Christian experience and a full consecration of his life to God. From that time
on he lived a life of constant victory in the
service of the Lord. H e w a s a man of prayer,
praying much for the interests of the churcn
and the salvation of souls. He will be greatly missed as a devoted husband and a loving
father in the home, as a good neighbor in the
community, and as a faithful servant in the
church.
He leaves to mourn his departure, his wife
and entire family, one sister, Mrs. William
Philip of Welland, Ont., twenty-eight grandchildren, five great grand-children, and a large
host of relatives and friends.
Funeral services were conducted at the
home and a t the Bertie Church on Tuesday
afternoon September 11, in charge of Bish.
Bert Sherk, assisted by Eld. Henry P. Heisey
from Ohio, also by the home ministry and
those from adjoining districts. Interment
was in the Bertie Church cemetery.
MYERS—Silas P. Myers son of Joseph and
Clarina Myers, was born near Somerset, Pennsylvania, December 9, 1867 and departed this
life at his home in Thomas, Oklahoma on
September 13, 1945 at the age of 77 years,
9 months, and 4 days.
While a small boy he moved with the family to Nebraska where he grew to manhood.
Later he came to Oklahoma where he lived
on a farm near Putnam. Since March 1944 he
has been a resident of Thomas.
On March 28, 1916 he was united in marriage to Anna B. Chance. To this union two
children were born.
He was converted in middle life and later
united with the Brethren in Christ Church.
He was a devoted husband and father and always had a friendly word for everyone.
He leaves to mourn their loss his wife and
two children, Loran C. Myers of the U. S.
Army stationed a t San Antonio, Texas and
Arda B. Mye'rs at home. Also one brother,
LeRoy of Ponca, Nebraska and two sisters,
Mrs. Rebecca Webb and Mrs. Emma Alien
together with many other relatives and
friends.
Funeral services were held at the Baptist
Church in Thomas, Okla., September 16th,
with Elder P. B. Friesen and Bish. D. R.
Eyster officiating. Text Heb. 9:27. Interment
made in the Mound Valley Cemetery.
SANDERS—Mrs. Fannie J. Sanders daughter of John and Anna Guidcr, was born January 7, 1852, in Pensacola, Florida, and departed this life to be with her Lord, at the
Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, on
September 7, 1945, aged 93 years, and 8
months.
She lived in Pennsylvania during young
womanhood and on December 18, 1867, she
was united in marriage to Adam G. Sanders
a t McClintockville, Pa. H e preceded h e r in
death in 1885. To this union were born two
children, Otto and Clara. The latter died in
Altoona, Pa., December .12, 1941.
The deceased is survived by a half-brother
Alfred P. Silverthorn of Sebring, Florida, and
one grand-daughter Elizabeth Sandra Phillips of Miami, Florida, together with many
friends.
For many years she made h e r home in
Springfield, Ohio. During this time she came
in contact with t h e Brethren in Christ. She
was converted and her life given to the Lord.
She faithfully witnessed in testimony to this
change of heart. Her greatest desire was to
do all to please her Master. She gave liberally of her means in support of the Brethren in
Christ Church with whom, as a member she
was associated for about 30 years. Her life
was exemplary of her deep devotion to God,
and she w a s always found in h e r accustomed
seat when health permitted. The last few
years of her life she resided a t Messiah
Home, where she w a s lovingly cared for.
Funeral services were conducted in the Messiah Home Chapel Sunday afternoon, Sep-
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tember 9, by Rev. Irvin O. Musser. Text
Psa. 8:4. The body was shipped to Springfield, O. where services were held in Beulah
Chapel, September 11, conducted by Rev. O.
B. Herr, assisted by Rev. C. J. Ulery. Text
Rev. 14:13. Interment w a s in t h e Donnelsville cemetery.
SHIRK—Mrs. Ollie M. Shirk, wife of J a y H.
Shirk, of McVeytown, Penna., died in the Lewistown Hospital on September 27, 1945. She
was a member of the Brethren Church of
Spring Run. Her husband and two daughters
survive, Marian and Doris a t home. Two
daughters and one son preceded her in death.
The following brothers and sisters survive:
Thaddus and Jasom Moist both of Lewistown
and Bruce Moist of Mattawana, Penna. Mrs.
Caroline Renninyer of Mattawana, Mrs. Jessamine Harbst, Mrs. Stella Havice and Mrs.
Corena Skiniski of Lewistown.
The funeral services were held from the late
home Sunday afternoon, September 30, a t 2
o'clock in charge of her pastor, Reverend William Hanawalt of the Brethren Church, assisted
by Reverend Allen Brubaker of the Brethren in
Christ Church. The text was taken from
Mark 14, the first part of the eighth verse.
"She hath done what she could." Burial was
made in the Mattawana Cemetery.
SPEEBY—E. S. Sperry was born in Pa.,
June 22, 1859. He was united in marriage to
Jennie L. Stoke February 29, 1880. He and
his companion have been making their home
with .his daughter Mrs. D. E. Jennings of
Sylvatus, Va., for the last few years. He
took great interest in taking care of Bethel
Mission Chapel. He was suddenly taken with
a heart attack Friday afternoon September
8 and departed this life Saturday morning
September 9. Service was held a t Bethel
Chapel and later a t place of interment, Springboro, Pa.
WENGERT—Adam H. Wengert, son of the
late Rev. Christian and Elizabeth Wood w a s
born October 27, 1869 and died September 8,
1945, age 75 years, 10 months and 17 days.
He was united in marriage to Mary Kreider
in 1889 and they spent 45 happy years together.
He was ordained to the ministry in 1907
serving faithfully and lovingly in the Lebanon
County district. In 1941 he was ordained as
Bishop of the churches in Lebanon County and
in humility and love filled the t r u s t which was
committed to him.
He was preceded in death by his wife six
years ago. Also preceding him in death were
two children, Edna and Ira who died in infancy and a son, Paul, who died at the age of
22.
He leaves to mourn their loss one son and
six daughters: Mabel, wife of C. Benton
Bavey, Wheaton, 111.; Sara, wife of Rev. Raymond Miller, Jonestown, Pa.;Samuel K., Lebanon, Pa.; Kathryn, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo,
S. Rhodesia, S. Africa; H/dith a t home; Martha,
wife of Alfred C. Crider, Jonestown, Pa.; Rachel, wife of Walter Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
Also twenty-two grandchildren and three sisters'. Mrs. Emma Light, Mrs. John A. Brandt,
Mrs. Simon Boltz.
Bishop Wengert carried many responsibilities in the United Zion Church. He served as
Conference Moderator, as a member of the
Publication Board, as a member of the Foreign
Mission Board and carried varied other responsibilities. He frequently attended the Brethren
in Christ conferences. He was a member of
the Merger Committee and labored to bring
about a better understanding and a closer
union between the two groups. Seven of his
children attended Messiah Bible College and
for the past five years he served as a member
of the Board of Trustees.
WILDPOHG—Nancy Shantz daughter of the
late Amos and Nancy Shantz was born in
Waterloo Co., Ont., April 29, 1865, and departed this life August 28, 1945 in her 81st
year.
As a young woman she was married to
Jonas Hunsberger who predeceased her in
1904. I n 1910 she was married to Nathaniel
Wildfong of Hespeler, Ont. In 1913 she united
with the Brethren in Christ Church at which
time they were ordained to t h e ministry in
which capacity they served at the Union
Church in Puslinch, Waterloo district until
services were discontinued at that place.
Sr. Wildfong spent 3 years in her bed having sustained an injury in a fall from which
she never recovered. During this time her
husband very tenderly and faithfully ministered to her needs.
Surviving besides her husband are four stepchildren and twenty grand-children. One sister Melinda Shantz of Kitchener, Ont., also
survives.
Funeral services were held August 31, 1945
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at the Wanner Mennonite Church in charge
of Rev. I. Bruhacher (M.B.C.) and Rev. P.
W. Cassel. Interment in the Wanner cemetery.

FINANCIAL REPORT OP CANADIAN
HOME HUSSION WORK

WINGEB—Charles Eldon Winger was born
July 7, 1921 in Delisle, Sask., Canada. He died
September 9, 1945, age 24 years, 2 months,
and 7 days. His Illness of a month did not
seem serious at first, but at last complications
set in and he passed away suddenly.
He moved with his parents to the United
States at the age of two. Here he attended
common school and finished Hi&*i School at
Beulah College in 1941. Two years later at
the same school he completed Junior College.
After this he began working in the accouning office at the Exchange Orange Products
Co., Ontario, Calif. Here • he was still employed at the time of his death.
He accepted Christ as his Saviour and
united with the Brethren in Christ Church
at 16. In this fellowship he was faithful in
testimony and always lived a consistent life.
He is survived by his parents Mr. & Mrs.
Charles Winger of Grants Pass, Ore., a sister
Murial of Ontario, Calif, and two brothers,
Marvin & Owen of Grants Pass. One brother
Sergeant Verle L. preceeded him in death.

Receipts

April 1, 1944-March 31, 1945

Balance on Hand April 1, 1944
$1,358.10
Cheapside Sunday School
31.81
Markham Cong
82.62
Boyle S. S
26.10
Bertie Cong
100.00
Wainfleet Cong
90.18
•Bro. Joe Sherk
5.00
Conference Offering
178.46
Sr. Luella Heise (refund)
10.00
Bertie Cong
100.00
Camp Meeting Offering
17.51
Bertie Congregation
:. 100.00
Markham Cong
85.90
Bro. & Sr. Orland Teal
50.00
Waterloo Congregation
46.11
Nottawa Cong
159.55
Joint Council Offering
129.10
Clear View S. S., Kindersley
42.50
Markham Cong
44.40
Bro. & Sr. Blake Weaver
50.00
A Friend
10.00
George L. Baker, Kindersley, Sask
100.00
Clear View S. S., Kindersley
25.00
Buffalo Mission
18.04
WINGER—We desire to make public mention
Bertie S. S
55.26
of Verel's death a t this time.
Personal Gifts, Bertie District
227.00
Verle was born at Delisle, Sask., Canada, Beulah Heise
10.00
Boyle S. S
44.45
September 23, 1923, and met death July 31,
121.31
1944 while in the service of his country. He' Markham District
Springvale Cong
15.00
was killed in .action while on a mission over
Bro. & Sr. David Cober
5.00
Germany. He was 20 years, 10 months and
Howick Cong
23.00
8 days old.
Springvale S. S
33.31
He came to this country at 3 months of
Bank Interest
23.61
age. He_graduated from Chaffee High School
Ontariof Calif, in 1942. At 18 he answered
Total
Receipts
$3,426.32
the country's call for service in the armed
forces. At 14 he professed conversion and
Expenditures
united with the Brethren in Christ Church.
When he left for the service he expressed
Workers'
Allowances
$ 853.50
appreciation to his parents for the clean habMoving and travelling of workers .... 154.38
its and upright life he received from the home
Houghton
tent
expense
50.00
training.
Farm taxes and interest
84.18
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Winger wish to ex- A
Loan
1,000.00
press their sincere thanks to the many
Bank Exchange
2.47
friends for their kind words of sympathy and
help at this time of bereavement. Funeral servTotal Expenses
i
$2,144.53
ices were held at the Mae Hall funeral home
Balance on Hand April 1, 1945
$1,281.79
Grants Pass, Thursday, September 13 at 3:00,
(s) John A. Nigh, Canadian Treasurer.
B. M. Books officiating, assisted by Rev.
NOTE: Through an error this report was
Wright" Burial at the local Hill Crest cemeincluded in the Conference Program but did
tery.
not get into the Visitor as intended by the
Treasurer.
•WOLGEMTTTH — Charles Edward WolgeWe are sorry for this omission.
muth, son of Brother Mark B. and Sister Lu—The Editor,
cille Wolgemuth, was born at Grantham, Pa.,
i «t>
i
October 5, 1945, and passed away two days
later, October 7.
HOME MISSION REPORT
This little jewel remained with the parents
but a brief time and suddenly and unexpectedJuly, August, September, 1945
ly was taken from them. Burial was made in
the Grantham Memorial burying grounds with
Balance on Hand July 1, 1945
$5,723.41
brief services in charge of the home ministry. Cedar Springs S. S., Pa
28.36
Parallel
S.
S.,
Okla
25.00
~"~
Pleasant Valley Church, Pa
15.00
Red Star S. S., Okla
62.10
BENEFICIARY BOARD
Grantham Dist., Pa
100.00
Messiah
Home
S.
S.,
Pa
77.95
FINANCIAL REPORT
Antrim S. S., Pa
61.29
Upland S. S., Calif
74.25
July, August, September, 1945
Ira Lehman C.P.S
10.00
Elizabethtown
S.
S.,
Pa
253.00
Balance on Hand July 1, 1945
$3,702.31 Zion S. S., Kansas
200.00
Rose Bank S. S., Kansas
26.92
Receipts
Palmyra S. S., Pa
69.88
Harvey
M.
Miller
50.00
A Bro., Grantham, Pa
2.00
A
Lover
of
Souls
5.00
Cross Roads S. S., Pa
105.40
Zion S. S., Carland, Mich
18.01
Emmanuel Chapel, Des Moines, Iowa
10.00
Mechanicsburg
S.
S.,
Pa
65.70
Rosebank Cong., Waterloo, Ont., Can.
22.70
Lehner
5.00
Bish. Bert Sherk, Stevensville, Ont.
10.00 Isabel
Roxbury Campmeeting, Pa
200.00
Leonard S. S., Dryden, Mich
22.97
Paul
B.
Good
100.00
Bennie Winger, Wainfleet, Ont., Can.
10.00
Herman G. & Laura Miller
25.00
Mowersville—Green Springs Dist., Pa.
71.00 Pearl
Lerch
20.00
Moore—Township Center Church, Mich.
15.00
Refund
2.50
Locust Grove S. S., York, Pa
18.65 Seamstress
Memorial Holiness Camp, Ohio
364.18
Cedar Springs ,S. S., Pa.
44.06
Glen Kane, Orstown, Pa
45.00
South Dickinson Dist., Kansas
59.59
Fairland S. S., Pa.
112.30
North Franklin Dist., Pa
158.65
Grantham District
200.00
Souderton S. S., Pa
28.78
Martha Sentz, Allowance Refund ....
25.00
Carlisle
S.
S.,
Pa
95.06
Total Receipts
$4,281.11 New Guilford Dist., Pa
300.00
"Chino S. S., Calif
'.
60.00
Expenditures
Granville S. S., Pa
16.54
Fairview S. S., Ohio
40.00
Payed to Beneficiaries:
Beulah Chapel S. S., Ohio
142.80
J u l y 1945
293.00
Chambersburg S. S., Pa
263.93
August 1945
293.00
Mechanicsburg T. P. Society
60.00
September 1945
301.00
Chestnut
Grove
Cong.,
Ohio
66.00
887.00
Stamps
3.00
Total
$9,009.18
Total Expenditure
890.00
Expenditures
Balance on Hand October 1, 1945 ....$3,3391.11 Earl Brechbill, Preparation for
(s) Jacob H. Bowers, Treasurer.
N. W. Canada
$ 100.00
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Earl Brechbill, Traveler's Checks to
N. W. Canada
175.00
lola Dixon, Rent
17.25
Lynn Nicholson, Traveling Expense ..
38.00
4. H. Wagaman
Traveling Expense
10.00
Pauline Prey, Seamstress,
Service and Carfare
28.75
Alvin Burkholder
61.50
Mrs. S. H. Lowell, Rent
90.00
Cyrus E. Landis, Rent
60.00
Lizzie Lenhart, Interest
15.00
Mary E. Hoffman, Interest
4.00
Elizabeth Anna Landis, Interest
5.50
Fannie J. Sanders, Interest
38.50
S. lola Dixon, Room Rent
24.00
E. V. Publishing House, Stationary
13.11
Helen Bowers, Traveling Expense
8.75
Anna Margaret Freison,
Traveling Expense
21.29
Thomas Bouch, Moving Expense
15.00
William Gibboney, Carfare and 49 days
of service
103.10
Investment
,
4,000.00
Workers Allowances
2,337.51
*Total
!
Balance July 1, 1945
Receipts
Balance and
Expenditures

Total

$7,166.26
5,723.41
3,285.77

Receipts

9,009.18
7,166.26

Balance October 1, 1945
$1,842.92
(s) Henry A. Ginder, Treas.
CANADIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
FOREIGN MISSION BOARD
July, August, September, 1945
July
Maple Grove Cong
$ 45.00
(In Memory of an Infant Son)
Mr. & Mrs. Sweyer
2.00
Mrs. Magdeline Schaefer
10.00
(A Friend of Missions) for India .... 200.00
Markham Cong
107.46
Canadian Camp Meeting
139.42
Bro. & Sr. Calvin Sider,
For India Orphan
35.00
Cheapside S. S. Support of
Native Missionary
40.00
Bertie S. S
102.13
(Friends of Missions)
1,000.00
August
Clear View Mission Band:
Native Teacher
12.50
Woman Worker
10.00
Tuition Fees for Native Student .—
10.00
Christian Service League
10.00
1
Total
$ 42.50
Sherkston S. S
46.68
September
Bro. & Sr. David Byers
20.00
Ontario Joint Council Offering
56.10
Welland V. B. S. For Africa
9.25
The late Bro. George Winger
40.00
Rosebank S. S
35.44
Disbursements
Cabled to India Bro. Buckwalter
$ 257.50
Cabled to Africa:
Bro. H. H. Brubaker
1,882.50
(s) Wm. Charlton, Can. Treas.
> ««»
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Burns Like a Fire
Oswald Smith
God has placed His own value on His
Word. He calls it a "Fire," a "Hammer,';
and a "Sword." Now fire burns; a blow
from a hammer hurts; while a cut from
a sword causes pain. And when His Word
is proclaimed in the power of Anointing
it will have exactly the same results. It
will burn like fire, break like a hammer,
and pierce like a sword, and the spiritual
or mental pain will be just as severe and
real as the physical. And if not—then
there is something wrong either with the
messenger or the message.
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WHAT IS A REVIVAL?
J. D. Eggleston
o WHAT a perverted and mechanized
meaning this good word has come!
Often when special services are to be held
the newspapers announce that there is to
be a "revival," meaning that because of
these special services an effort is to be
made to get a number of converts and to
bring them into the church. And this meaning has been adopted by a large number of
our church members. That the "revival" is
to affect the Christians in our churches does
not seem to occur to them.
Recently I saw in a metropolitan paper
an announcement that there would be revival services in a certain church; and a
little later it was announced that the revival had been postponed, as the evangelist
was sick!
With this perverted idea in the minds of
our Christian people, is it any wonder that
churches are dying; church membership
diminishing; worldliness increasing; gifts
falling off? And quite naturally the efforts
to turn the tide become mere human efforts; and mechanized programs to stir
up interest multiply until the work of the
Holy Spirit is stifled.
-'- Special evangelists must then be employed to "get converts," and their success
is based on the number brought into the
church. And then a reaction sets i n ; has
already set i n : "Away with these fellows
who do nothing but arouse the emotions.
All this emotional stuff must be eliminated.
It is bad psychology, anyhow, to arouse the
emotions." But if "success" is to be measured by the number of converts, is it not
natural that highly emotional methods are
used? A'false conception has encouraged
a false method.
What took place at Pentecost? When
the 120 Christians met in the upper room,
they "with one mind continued earnest in
prayer"—men and women. And they did
not have a thirty-minute, or a one-hour,
prayer-service, and then quit. They were
so in earnest that "on one of these days"
of prayer "suddenly there came from the
sky a sound as of a strong, rushing blast
of wind . . . (and) they were all filled with
the Holy Spirit. It started with those who
were already Christians. They were filled
with the Holy Spirit.
Now, it is self-evident that they could
not have been filled with the Holy Spirit, if
all the space in them had not been emptied
so that they could be filled with Him. A
bucket cannot be filled with water if mud
and stones and trash occupy one-half or
one-fourth, or one-tenth, or any part whatever, of the bucket.
If they were "filled with the Spirit," then
they had surrendered the space. What followed? Peter, filled with the Spirit, arose
and spoke, and three thousand listeners
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were converted! A church of 120 Christians, holding back nothing of worldliness,
or of the flesh, or of anything else that pertained to self, saw three thousand men, up
to that hour spiritually dead, now spiritually born, and now filled with the Holy
Spirit. Today if a church of three thousand members sees sixty people (one-half
of 120) converted to the Lord Jesus Christ,
it is considered a marvel of "success' as a
"revival."
(He wants to complete the cleansing and
consummate the full occupation.
—J. W. H.)
What hinders a revival of the Holy
Spirit in the hearts of Christians? The answer is that we Christians hinder it. What
is a revival of the Holy Spirit? It is renewed interest in Christ and the things of
Christ, after indifference and decline; a
period of spiritual awakening. A dead man
cannot be revived, and a man is spiritually
dead until he is born again and becomes a
Christian.
A Christian's prayer should be, "Lord,
start a revival of the Holy Spirit, and begin with me." And if the prayer is merely
a lip-utterance, it will not get higher than
the ceiling; indeed, such a prayer is mockery. If God is to start this revival of the
Holy Spirit with me, then I must, under
deep conviction, surrender every key to
every door in my heart, and ask in utter
sincerity that the Holy Spirit unlock the
doors of the rooms, closets, attic, and basement of my heart, and clean house.
It means real surrender to Him of everything that offends or grieves Him—hatreds,
enmities, jealousies, envies, selfishness, love
of the world, love of the flesh, anger, deceit, harsh judgments on others, ill temper
and the wounding words that follow; yes,
and covetousness, which the Holy Spirit
puts into the same class with idolatry. Days"
and weeks and months of prayer will get
nowhere as long as one holds back from
God the money due Him, with which He
wishes us to relieve the poor, and which He
wishes to be used to send the Gospel to perishing millions. And of all the ugly sins
of church members, yea, of Christians, this
is probably the ugliest, most glaring, and
most common. "Will a man rob G o d ? "
Will h e !
So if our Church is to have a revival of
the Holy Spirit, the cost must be paid, beginning with those of us who are Christians. Are we willing to pay the price, and
to receive the great reward of hearts at
peace with God, hearts filled with joy because filled with the gracious Presence; to
witness, too, what will inevitably follow, a
great ingathering of souls?
Dr. Henry M. Woods, in a recent letter,
has said: "I cannot but feel increasingly

that we do not attach the importance to the
great work of the Holy Spirit that we
should. Do we realize as we should that He
is the mighty executive of the Holy Trinity; and that on Him our salvation depends, for it is He who must apply the
finished, atoning work of our Lord Jesus
Christ to the individual soul? All human
effort is unavailing without the Spirit of
Life and Power."
"Lord, start a revival, and begin with
me."
—Adapted from Christian Observer.
> #»»

i

"How Did You Get Married?
At the close of a service an evangelist
was talking with a woman with whom he
was acquainted who said that she could
not believe in Christ. Calling her by name,
he said,
"Mrs. Franklin, how long have you been
Mrs. F r a n k l i n ? "
"Why," she replied, "ever since I married Mr. Franklin."
"And how did you become Mrs., Frankl i n ? " he asked.
"When the minister said, 'Wilt thou have
this man to be thy wedded husband?' "
"And you said, 'Maybe,' or T i l think
it over,' or T hope s o ? ' "
"No," she replied, "It was when I said,
T will."'
"Mrs. Franklin," he said, "That is what
God is saying to you. 'Will you take my
Son as your S a v i o u r ? ' "
"Oh," she exclaimed, "is it as simple
as t h a t ? "
"Yes," he continued, "it is just as simple as that. Whenever you make up your
mind that you will forsake your life of
single bliss and will take the Lord Jesus
Christ as your Saviour, that moment you
will pass from death to life."
You see, my friends, the means of salvation have been provided. All that we
have to do is to meet the conditions, and
reach forth our hearts in faith. We have
a faithful, covenant-keeping God.
—Selected.

The Place
There is a place where thou canst touch the
eyes
Of blinded men to instant, perfect sight;
There is a place where thou canst say,
"Arise!"
To dying captives, bound in chains of
night:
There is a place where thou canst reach
the store
Of hoarded gold and free it for the Lord;
There is a place—upon
some
distant
shore—
Where thou canst send the worker and the
Word,
Where is the secret place—dost thou ask
"where?"
0 soul, it is the secret place of prayer!
—Selected.
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Church, His united body on earth. God
wills not to promote unity in any other
way to-day.—Bannock, Ohio.

i —m •
Till we all come in (into) the unity of
the faith. (Eph. 4:13.)
That they all may be one. (John 17.)
HE New Testament program of our Lord
does not begin with a united religious
people; nor does God's special love for
the world thru His Son come to a united
world, but to a world rent with hatred,
and to religious peoples separated far by
religious caste and self-righteous pride.
Religious dis-unity opposed our Lord and
the work of His ministry and challenged
God's redemptive plan with an acuteness
that nothing less than 'Calvary" could
break and disannul.
Outstanding for our special notice, and
as a remedy for this acute situation, is the
New Testament account of our Lord's
longest recorded prayer. This prayer that
the Father might salvage from disintegrated
mankind a united people for Himself was
answered by the sacrifice of our Lord Himself, and stands before us to vindicate the
supremacy of unity above many other religious values to be sought and cherished.
Christ here prays in the same way as is
later expressed by the inspired writer, that
as the God-head is a unity, so the Church,
the body of Christ, might be His "building
fitly framed together," and might grow
unto an holy temple in the Lord. "From
whom the whole body fitly framed together maketh increase—unto the edifying
of itself in love." (Cf. Eph. 2:4.)
We need to remember therefore that the
Church is a divine miracle of unity. God
has provided the divine architect to frame
this building out of rough, dissembled material, the only foundation upon which
such a building can stand and grow, and
the divine means, to bind the building together in one united whole. Belonging
to the living united body of Christ does
not call us out into our own individual
selfish cells, but demands of us our highest possibilities of united aims and interest!
We need to remember that dis-unity is
natural with us as sinners, and unity can
only become natural, when we in Christ's
Church are built upon the divine foundation, when we are material that can be
fitted by divine means, and when we maintain the divine life which alone can bind
this building together. When dis-unity sets
into the church, it may not necessarily be
the work of outside wreckers, but more
often the building falls apart because of
inward decay. The great principles of
unity are the same in the New Testament
as those in the Old—, the "blood" (or
the Cross) and prayer. In the New Testament it is the preaching of the Cross that
brought men down from t h e h i l l s of pride
and up from the valley of degradation

T

Greater Than All the Great

and united them 'on one common level.
The great Apostle Paul who founded
This Jesus of Nazareth, without money
churches out of both classes, brought all
and
arms, has conquered more millions
men to the cross. (Cf. Rom. 1-3; Gal.
3:28). There is no other foundation for than Alexander, Caesar, Mohammed, and
unity to-day. As long as we eye each oth- Napoleon. Without science and learning
er in manners of worship, conduct, attire, He shed more light on things human and
etc., and forget to see each other at the divine than all philosophers and scholars
cross, there will never be more unity but combined; without the eloquence of
only more dis-unity. We must like Heze- schools, He spoke such words of life as
kiah, of old, get around the altar of burnt- were never spoken before or since, and
offering first, then unity in other things produced effects which lie beyond the
will follow. Doubtless, the greatest cause reach of any orator and poet; without
of dis-unity among us to-day is due to writing a single line, He set more pens
our failure to first meet each other at the in motion and furnished themes for more
Cross! Too many of us have not, like sermons, orations, discussions, works of
Saul, lost our self-righteousness at the learning and of art, and sweet songs of
praise, than the whole army of great men
cross. (Cf. Phil. 3 ) .
of ancient and modern times.
Furthermore, we must not forget the
The Sin of Backbiting
New Testament emphasis on prayer. The
"The sin of backbiting," says a writer
life-long prayers of Zacharias and Elizabeth and the devotional life of other early in one of our exchanges, "is one of the
New Testament saints, the life-long pray- most damnable known to God or man—
ers of our Lord, including that of John the terrible thing about this sin is that
17 and His prayer in Gethsemane, the the accursed thing moves in such respectprayers of the early church, before and able company that it is almost impossible
after Pentecost, with the recorded and un- to reach it with either law or Gospel. Inrecorded prayers of later apostles and deed, it is almost a religious sin. The
saints were all necessary to the formation Church often becomes a rendezvous of
character-assassinating
gangsters
of the united body of Christ. That body these
known
as
backbiters
and,
very
frequently,
can continue to grow yet to-day, only as
we pray and intercede in behalf of the the minister becomes the 'Al Capone' of
murderous-tongued
great Cause of the Lord. It took also self- the bloody-handed,
hoodlums
who
prey
upon
the unsuspectdenial and suffering on the part of saints
and our Lord Himself to bring this ing behind closed doors and under cover
of the whispered insinuation. And just
as the gangster is hard to reach by the
law because he operates in secret, or fires
The Tongue
a burst of machine gun bullets from a
swiftly moving automobile these character
"The boneless tongue, so small and weak, murderers are hard to reach because they
Can crush and kill," declares the Greek.
rarely come into the open; and when they
do, long practice has so perfected them in
"The tongue destroys a greater horde,"
their infernal art that they know just
The Turk asserts, "than does the sword."
when to stop in order to avoid a civil
suit for libel, and just how far to go to
A Persian proverb wisely saith,
do the damage they desire to do to the
"A lengthy tongue—an early death";
person they have "put on the spot."
Or sometimes takes this form instead,
"Don't let your tongue cut off your head."
"The

tongue can speak a word whose
speed,"
The Chinese say, "outstrips the steed";

While Arab sages this impart,
"The tongue's great storehouse is the heart."
From Hebrew wit this maxim sprung,
"Though feet should slip, ne'er let the
tongue."
The sacred writer crowns the whole,
"Who keeps his tongue doth keep his
soul!"
—Selected.

Lord, keep us from the sin of
biting!—P. H. Advocate.

back-

Suffering for Christ's sake appears to
have been regarded as a luxury by many
who have endured the pains of martyrdom.
The face of Stephen shone like that of an
angel while his soul was being pelted out
of its poor tenement of clay. Latimer
spoke of "good cheer" when the fire was
blazing round him. It has been said that
when the man born blind was driven out
of the synagogue (John 9) he was driven
into the arms of Christ. So has it often
been. Just as the mother's sweetest lullaby
is reserved for the hour when her child
is suffering, so the choicest joys of Heaven
are granted to the suffering child of God.

I
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united with the efforts of the rest of us at
this station, is beginning to exercsie a redeeming influence in the female depart•
•
ment of the church.
But notwithstanding these favorable
in those "wilds, horrid and dark with o'ershadowing trees." But I found that he had signs, nothing, really nothing, is yet done,
been there before me, and reigned with a And why? This Mission and all others
peculiar sway, from time immemorial. On must necessarily be sustained by continual
one Karen lady, I counted between twelve supplies of Missionaries, male and female
and fifteen necklaces of all colors, sizes from the mother country. Your sisters and
and material. Three was the average. Brass daughters will continually come out, to
belts above the ankles; neat braids of take the place of those who are removed by
black hair tied below the knees; rings of death and to occupy numberless stations
all sorts on the fingers; bracelets on the still unoccupied. And when they arrive,
wrists and arms; long instruments of some- they will be dressed in their usual way, as
metal, perforating the lower part of the Christian women at home are dressed. And
ear, and reaching nearly to the shoulders; the female converts will run around them,
fancifully constructed bags, enclosing the and gaze upon them, with the most prying
hair, and suspended from the back part of curiosity, regarding them as the freshest
the head, not to speak of the ornamental represetatives of the Christian religion,
parts of their clothing, constituted the from that land where it flourishes in all its
fashions
of the fair Karenesses. purity and glory. And when they see the
The dress of the female converts was not gold and jewel pendents from their ears,
essentially different from that of their the beads and chains encircling their necks,
countrywomen. I saw I was brought into the finger rings set with diamonds and
a situation that precluded all retreat—that rubies, the rich variety of ornamental headI must fight or die. I considered the spirit dress, "the mantles and the wimples and
of the religion of Jesus Christ. I opened crisping pins," (see Isa. 3:19, 23) they
I Tim. 2:9, and read these words of the in- will cast a reproachful, triumphant glance
spired apostle: "I will also that women at their old teachers, and spring with fresh
adorn themselves in modest apparel, with avidity, to repurchase and resume their
shamefacedness and sobriety; not with long neglected elegancies:—the cheering
broidered hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly news will fly up the Dah-gyaing, the Laingbwai, and the Sal-wen;—the Karenesses
array."
will reload their necks and ears, and arms,
Some of the Karen men had been to and ankles;—and when after another
Maulmain, and seen what I wish they had year's absence I return and take my seat
not.—And one day, when we were discuss- before the Burmese or the Karen church, I
ing the subject of ornaments, one of the shall behold the demon of vanity, enChristians came forward, and declared that thronged in the centre of the assembly,
at Maulmain, he had actually seen one of more firmly than ever, grinning defiance
the great female teachers wearing a string to the prohibitions of apostles, and the exof gold beads around her neck.
hortations of us who would fain be their
On arriving at Maulmain, and partially humble followers. And thus you, my dear
recovering from a fever which I had con- sisters, sitting quietly by your firesides, or
tracted in the Karen woods, the first thing repairing devoutly to your place of worI did, was to crawl out to the house of the ship, do, by your example, spread the
patroness of the gold necklace. To her I poison of vanity through all the rivers, and
related my adventures, and described my mountains, and wilds of this far distant
grief. With what ease and truth, too, could land; and while you are sincerely and ferthat sister reply, "Notwithstanding this vently praying for the upbuilding of the
necklace. I dress more plain than most Redeemer's kingdom, are inadvertently
ministers' wives and professors of religion, building up that of the devil. If, on the
in our native land. This necklace is the other hand, you divest yourselves of all
only ornament I wear; it was given to me meretricious ornaments, your sisters and
when auite a child, by my dear mother, daughters, who come hither, will be diwhom I expect never to see again, (another vested of course;—the further supplies of
hard case) and she begged me never to vanity and pride will be cut off, and the
nart with it as long as I lived, but to wear churches at home being kept pure, the
it as a memorial of her." 0 , ve Christian churches here will be kept pure also.
mothers, what a lesson you have before
Dear Sisters:—Having finished my tale,
vou! Can you. dare vou give ini unctions
and therein exhibited the necessity under
to your daughters, directly contrary to
which I lay of addressing you, I beg leave
aoostolic commands? But to the honor of
to submit a few topics to your candid and
mv sister, be it recorded, that as soon as
prayerful consideration.
she understood the merits of the case, and
1. Let me appeal to conscience, and enthe mischief done bv such example, off
went the gold necklace, and she gave de- quire, what, is the real motive for wearing
cided nroof that she love-l Christ more ornamental and costly apparel? Is it not
than father or mother. Her example.
(Continued on opposite page)

GAY AND COSTLY ATTIRE
Adoniram Judson
( • T H E subjoined remarks on gay and
I costly attire and the wearing of gold
or other ornaments on the person, are
taken from a letter written from India by
the celebrated Missionary, Adoniram Judson, to the female members of Christian
churches in the United States in the year
1831. Dr. Schaff, in his Encyclopedia of
Religious Knowledge, remarks of Dr. Judson: "He was one of the most heroic and
devoted as well as one of the earliest Missionaries which America sent forth to
heathen lands. His name will continue to
shine among the galaxy of apostolic laborers. He has merited and will ever continue to be known by the title of the Apostle of Burma.")
Dear Sisters in Christ: Excuse my publicly addressing you. The necessity of the
case is my only apology. Whether you will
consider it a sufficient apology for the sentiments of this letter, unfashionable, I confess, and perhaps unpalatable, I know not.
We are sometimes obliged to encounter
the hazard of offending those whom of all
others we desire to please.
In raising up a church of Christ in this
heathen land, and in laboring to elevate
the minds of the female converts to the
standard of the Gospel, we have always
found one chief obstacle in that principle
of vanity, that love of dress and display,
which has, in every age, and in all countries, been a ruling passion of the fair sex,
as the love of riches, power and fame, has
characterized the other. The obstacle lately became more formidable, through the
admission of two or three fashionable females into the church, and the arrival of
several missionary sisters, dressed and
adorned in that manner, which is too prevalent in our beloved native land. On my
meeting the church, after a year's absence,
I beheld an appalling profusion of ornaments, and saw that the demon of vanity
was laying waste the female department.
At this time I had not maturely considered
the subject, and did not feel sure what
grounds I ought to take. I apprehended
also, that I should be unsupported and perhaps opposed by some of my co-adjutors. I
confined my efforts, therefore, to private
exhortation, and with but little effect. Some
of the ladies, out of regard to their pastor's
feelings, took off their necklaces and ear
ornaments, before they entered the chapel,
tied them up in a corner of their handkerchiefs and on returning, as soon as they
were out of sight of the Mission house,
stopped in the middle of the street to array
themselves anew.
In the meantime, I was called to visit the
Karens, a wild people, several days journey to the north of Maulmain. Little did I
expect there to encounter the same enemy,
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TRUE AND FALSE CONDEMNATION
E. E. Shelhamer
"There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus"
Rom. 8 : 1 .
is the divine standard for all
JinESUSa things,
to all men, for all time. God
righteous sense condemns all that
does not measure up to this standard. To
be free from guilt and condemnation is
our blessed privilege, yet how few could
truthfully say they have gone through the
past week, or month, without getting under condemnation for a moment!
To be without condemnation means:
1. Freedom from all guilt of the past:

Gay and Costly Attire
Continued from page 350)
the desire of setting off one's person to
the best advantage, and exciting the admiration of others? Is not such dress calculated to gratify self-love, and cherish
sentiments of vanity and pride? And is it
not the nature of those sentiments to acquire strength from indulgence? Do such
motives and sentiments comport with the
meek, humble, self-denying religion of Jesus Christ? I would here respectfully suggest, that these questions will not be answered so faithfully in the midst of company, as when quite alone, kneeling before
God.
2. Consider the words of the apostle,
quoted above from I Tim. 2:9—"I will
also that women adorn themselves in modest apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety, ndt with broidered hair, or gold, or
pearls, or costly array." I do not quote a
similar command recorded in I Peter 3:3,
because the verbal construction is not quite
so definite, though the import of the two
passages is the same. But cannot the force
of these two pasages be evaded? Yes, and
nearly every command in Scripture can be
evaded, and every doctrinal assertion perverted, plausibly and handsomely too, if
we set about it in good earnest. But preserving the posture alluded to, with the inspired volume spread open at the passage
in question, ask your hearts in simplicity
and godly sincerity, whether the meaning
is not just as plain as the sun at noon-day.
Shall we then bow to the authority of an
inspired apostle, or shall we not? From
that authority, shall we appeal to the prevailing usages and fashions of the age? If
so,-please to recall the Missionaries you
have sent to the heathen; for the heathen
can vindicate all their superstitions on the
same ground.—Herald of Truth.
(Reprinted from the Evangelical Visitor of June 1, 1898 by request of Eld. E.
A, Ditson.)

•

•

so that nothing can rise up and look me in
the face and say, "You know you did
wrong and it has never been confessed and
made right."
2. Freedom from all inward smitings
of the present: so that no sin, or habit,
now beclouds my sky, but through Divine
grace I have complete victory on every
line.
3. Freedom from fear of the judgment:
so that I can look with calm repose in two
directions—back to the cradle and see the
precious Blood covering it all; and forward to the judgment and see a clean,
white path; giving "boldness" to come into the immediate presence of God.
Say, friend, do not argue, but through
Christ insist upon this freedom.
False Condemnation
But Satan tries to counterfeit everything
that is of God. Hence he accuses and
brings false condemnation. Fog! During
the night fog gathers, and sometimes lasts
until noon before the sun drives it away.
Likewise, at times Satan's fog shuts out
the face of God for a season, but by pleading the Blood of Jesus the clouds disappear.
Darkness! Satan's favorite time for
deviltry is at night. Men "love darkness
rather than light." Spiritism does its main
work at night. Job speaks of being "scared
with dreams." Sometimes God uses dreams
and visions to influence men. Then Satan
takes advantage of this to attack conscientious souls in the night. He is the "prince
of darkness." He will condemn you for
the past and frighten you concerning the
future. At such times it is well to keep
calm and not "cast away your confidence,"
but plead the merits of Christ, and demand
proof that you have grieved God, or others. If positive proof is lacking, hold your
ground and "resist him, steadfast in the
faith." Make no hasty decision!
Weirdness! When one is under pressure
from Satan there is an uneasiness, a mysterious creepiness, an uncanny vagueness
that brings an uncertainty as to your standing with God. You cannot give a reason.
\ e t you wonder what you have done to
bring about this confusion and "heaviness
through manifold temptations." Hold still!
Wait upon God and the dark tunnel will
come to an end!
Hopelessness!
Satan's accusations are
without hope. Not so with God. He always shows a way out, by repentance,
restitution and faith. Satan's great trick is
to rob one of hope and then suggest, "Give
it up. End it all." Oh, beloved, have you
been harrassed, tantalized and tormented
because, perhaps, you failed God and did
not do the best thing. Investigate and see
if you intentionally sinned. If so, humble
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yourself in proportion to the offense, and
A gracious God will again recognize and
own you as His obedient child.
If your telephone is out of fix, a lineman is sent out, who possibly discovers
that a tree or something has severed connection. After a little repair it is easy to
again get a message through. In like manner, see if anything has gotten between
you and His smiling face. He cannot and
will not cast you off until you deliberately
trifle with light and back down from Godgiven convictions. "The Lord is not slack
concerning His promise, as some men
co.unt slackness; but is longsuffering to usward, not willing that any should perish."
II Peter 3:9.

Price of Revival
"Is it possible? Is it probable? Is it
promised? These are natural questions.
There must be,—if revival is to come—a
renovating, a house-cleaning in the lives
of the individual Christians. Any one or
any number can have a revival if they
"clean house."
There must be a "putting off," a "putting away," and a "putting on." Christian life is crowded with Christless creeds and
cruel criticism; silly, sentimental, selfish
desires; hateful jealousies; the chatter of
the "do you know? have you h e a r d ? "
whisperers; the self-satisfaction of the
Pharisees. What room is there for Christ?
for the Holy Spirit? for fellowship with
the simple-hearted saints?
No revival is promised or possible until
the house is cleaned, the sins confessed, the
wrongs righted.
The door must be opened; the Holy
Spirit must have His way and His sway;
the will must be surrendered, the life
yielded to Him that the believer may live
a normal, everyday, joyful Christian life;
—a life of faith and faithfulness.
When these conditions are met, there
will be fellowship with the Holy Spirit
and with all saints; the prayer life will
be real—not formal, stately and stolid,
but rising in unexpressed words as natural
as the breath.
Will the revival come? We do not
know. Thousands are praying for it and
those who pray for it have it now. It will
come when God's people want it and when
preachers preach it and plead for it. God
has not changed. The Holy Spirit has not
changed. The Bible has not changed. The
promises are always good. There are revivals now. Everywhere, where the conditions are fulfilled, there will be one."
—Unknown.

Every trial is measured and weighed by
a heart of infinite love and in a hand of
infinite care.—Selected.
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
J. H. Byer
was born January 12. 1862 about twenty
five miles north east of Toronto, Canada not many miles from where the present
Markham Brethren in Christ Church was
later built. My father was B. M. Byer
widely known as the happy Hallelujah
shoe repairer. He lived to be almost ninetv five years old and was full of joy till
the last. In 1874 we moved to Hamlin,
Brown County, Kansas. Although from
ten years of age, at different times, God
brought heavy conviction, yet the new
birth did not take place till about 5 P. M.,
May 15, 1881 down on my knees under
some trees on my father's farm. "Oh God
give me a will to give up," was about all
that was said, but the prayer was answered
instantly. At once I arose and went into
the kitchen and said to my loving mother, "I have made up my mind to be a Christian." God spared this mother to me till
she was ninety four years old and her
home-going was wonderful indeed. She
was in bed only about one and a half
days and not suffering much at all. Two of
my sisters and I were standing'by her bedside. A verse or two of John 14 was
quoted then we joined in a verse of song.
She.raised her hands and said, "Oh this
is glorious! Praise the Lord!" Then folding her hands and closing her eyes she
was gone without the least struggle. It
had been a bit over eighty years since she
was baptized.

I

Jesse Engle preached the sermon the
day I was converted. He was the founder
of our mission work in Africa. The morning after I was saved, everything seemed
so different. The sun shone more beautifully. The birds sang so much more sweetly. The flowers were more lovely. It was
all because Jesus had come into my heart.
Soon water baptism was performed by
Brother C. Haldeman in Pony Creek. The
love of God shed abroad in my heart was
indeed very rich and wonderful. The
world was at once left behind with all its
follies, pride and foolishness. There was
no conformity to the world any more. Not
only on the inside but on the outside also.
I was crucified to the world and the world
was crucified to me. Perhaps I should insert here that I had become very profane
in speech, but God gave complete victory
over this at once, and also over foolish
talking and jesting. I had become a new
creature. Thank God!
The enemy said, seeing I had made such
a great change everyway, I would nevei
be able to find a life companion. Here
again he proved himself to be a liar. God
sent me a young woman of sweet Christian character to be my wife. She came
all the way from Clarence Center, New
York. Mary A. Rodes was her name. We

enjoyed over forty eight years of life together and were the parents of four sons
and four daughters—all of them grew to
maturity. Ruth who died in India and two
sisters have gone on before, also one son.
In 1884 I was elected to the ministry
and was ordained in September of the
same year by Bishop or Elder John Cassel
of Pennsylvania. Some years later we
moved to Glendale, Arizona and it was
here that I was sanctified wholly and received the Holy Ghost. It was then that
the divine urge came to go out and labor
for souls. My consecrated wife always
urged to me to go. Never once did she
put the least thing in my way. My first
extended trip reached as far east as Ontario, Canada lasting about four months.
Almost ten years in Michigan were chiefly used in local work among the needy
and hungry people. Appointments in
school houses, churches and cottage prayer meetings filled the time while doing
farming to sustain the family. Many funerals were taken charge of since there
was no minister nearer than eight miles
from where we lived. There were some
who broke down and wept to see us leave
there to move to California.

Your Redemption Draweth Nigh
Horatius

Bonar

I know not in what watch He comes,
Or at what hour He may appear,
Whether at midnight or at morn,
Or in what season of the year;
I only know that He is near.
I know not what of time remains
To run its course in this low sphere,
Or what awaits of calm tor storm,
Of-joy or grief, of hope or fear;
I only know that He is near.
I cannot tell my future lot,
Or that of those than self more
Nor guess how much of history
Still to the Church abideth here;
I Only know that He is near.

dear,

The centuries have come and gone,
Dark centuries of absence drear;
I dare not chide the long delay,
Nor ask when I His voice shall hear,
I only know that He is near.
I do not think it can be long
'Till in His glory He appear;
And yet I dare nut name the day,
Nor fix the solemn Advent year;
I only know that He is near,—Selected-

October 22, 1945
It was in 1920 that my first and longest
evangelistic trip was made from California. It lasted from about May 20 till
Christmas day. This included three tent
meetings and several meetings in churches.
In 1921 there were two tent meetings and
three meetings in churches all in California. In 1922 there were three tent meetings in Oklahoma and two meetings in
churches besides a long meeting at our
Chicago Mission. I failed to mention two
trips with team and covered wagon to the
mountains in Arizona in order to carry the
Gospel to the isolated mining camps in
J.896 and 1897.
The Lord took my dear companion in
1930. And since then perhaps five or six
trips have been made in eight or nine
Eastern States and Canada. The longest
lasted sixteen months. I greatly enjoyed
singing and speaking on the streets of
Chicago, San Francisco and a few other
places.
I have never counted up just how many
revivals I have been in though I have kept
diary. Nor could I tell how many souls
sought God in them. God has given many
souls for which I do thank Him. Every
soul that has been saved is a trophy to be
laid down at my wonderful Saviour's feet.
Since I seldom speak by mouth any
more, the Lord has laid the writing of
many letters upon my heart. Praise God!
It gives me joy to write to all of our own
missionaries and also to others as well.
Perhaps the greatest blessing comes from
writing to shut-ins. They reply more
quickly than almost anyone else. I have
delight in writing. I would rather write
than almost anything else except it would
be receiving letters from my many friends.
1 am living alone as far as human companions are concerned but I have the Father, Son and Holy Ghost living with and
in me. Hallelujah! Glory to God! Amen!
—Upland, California.

The Bible the Word of God
John

Wesley

The Bible must be the invention either
of good men or angels, bad men or devils,
or of God.
It could not be the invention of good
men or angels for they neither would not
nor could not make a book and tell lies
all the time they were writing it, saying,
"Thus saith the Lord," when it was their
own invention.
It could not be the invention of bad
men or devils, for they could not make
a book that commands all duty, forbids
all sin, and condemns their own souls to
hell for all eternity.
Therefore, draw the conclusion that the
Bible must be given by divine inspiration.
—Selected.

